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Penny Wise and Pound Foolish 
Putting a few pennies back into your purse sometimes turns 

out to be a foolish way of saving money, especially if you try to “save C 

a few pennies” in collection commission charges. C 

Yes, it’s true that your efforts to collect your past-due accounts ' 
may be productive, but did you ever stop to figure out what it costs j 

you in the way of time, stationery, postage, salaries, etc., to collect , 

a dollar? i 

By placing your accounts with us for specialized collection serv- 
ice at an early stage of delinquency, you will save both time and 4 
money. We will assume ALL collection expenses, and we make no E 

charge for our services unless we produce. r 

Our service doesn’t cost—it pays! List your accounts with us ; 
TODAY! c 
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Do you aspire to be a Credit Manager? 
Of course, you’re looking forward to “THE DAY”. But, are you sure that you have 
the necessary background? Are you well grounded in retail credit fundamentals? Can 
you take a complete credit application? Do you know how to adjust accounts . . . how 
to collect them and still keep customers? What about your letters? Do you know how 
to make them human so that they will get the best results? You’re not sure? Then, 
here’s a plan that will provide the training and confidence you need! 

N.R.C. A. 

RETAIL CREDIT FUNDAMENTALS 
Based on the textbook of the same 
name by Dr. Clyde Wm. Phelps, Uni- 
versity of Chattanooga, Chattanooga, 
Tenn. Divided into three main sec- 
tions. Shows how to open the account, 
then how to control it, and, finally, 
how to collect it. 336 pages, printed in 
large easy-to-read type, and substan- 
tially bound. 

HERE’‘S HOW THE PLAN OPERATES: 
Upon enrollment, you receive a copy of the textbook 
on which the course is based. Your assignment is one 
chapter a week. A series of questions covering each 
chapter are then sent weekly from the National 
Office. You are expected to submit your answers to 

EXTENSION COURSES 

STREAMLINED LETTERS 
Based on the textbook of the same 
name by Capt. Waldo J. Marra, for- 
merly Correspondence Director, Bank 
of America, San Francisco, Calif. 
450 pages, waterproof binding. Tells 
how to plan letters and get positive 
results... how to secure eye appeal 
through correct letter form . . . how to 
write credit, collection, and adjustment 
letters... how to improve vocabulary. 

St. Louis for grading. Your work is individually cor- 
rected and constructively criticized. There is no final 
examination— but _ are given a final grade on the 
basis of marks made weekly throughout the course. 
If you grade 70 or better, a Certificate of Proficiency 
—signed and sealed —is awarded you. Your employer 
is notified of your successful completion of the course. 

RETAIL CREDIT FUNDAMENTALS: 

“I have nothing but praise for this excellent course. It covers all the 
fundamentals which every credit granter should know”’—Seymour 
Abramson, Credit Manager, Heyman Bros., Newark, N. J. 

“It stimulated my thinking, and anything that stimulates thinking 
is very much worthwhile.’”"—Jerome Blattner, Credit Manager, 
Blattner’s, Lima, Ohio. 

Hundreds of students have already benefitted through enrollment. This is what they say about the course — 

STREAMLINED LETTERS: 

‘One of the best returns on the market today for the money invested.”’— 
Clarence E. Wolfinger, Credit Manager, Lit Brothers, Philadelphia, 
Pa. , 

“‘Your course has cut my dictating time in half. In addition to the 
time saved, it has greatly improved my letters.” —L. T. King, Credi 
Manager, Cosden Petroleum Corporation, Big Spring, Texas. 

The price of each course is only $5. This covers everything— 
the cost of the textbook, the weekly quiz and ratings, three 
issues of the CREDIT WORLD, and the Certificate upon 
successful completion. At this low price, everyone can afford 
to enroll. The textbooks alone retail at $4 a copy. 

Think it over. Is your future progress worth an investment 

of $5 plus a few hours of your spare time each week? Re- 
member, two courses are available—individualized to fit 
your own personal requirements. Select the one you need 
most and enroll now. Fill out the coupon below. Mail it 
today. There is no better time or better way to open the 
door to the opportunities of the future. 

r-- THIS COUPON MAKES IT $O EASY FOR YOU---— 
National Retail Credit Association 

Shell Building, St. Lovis 3, Mo. 

I enclose check y order 

FUNDAMENTALS_—_____ or STREAMLINED LETTERS. 
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LENTRALIZATION 
Of Credit Information 

By Thomas L. Evans 

EIGHING OUR EXPERIENCES of the past, 

WW and a study of the lessons we have learned in 

recent years, should make us realize our deficien- 

cies in the approach of good credit policies. We 

should now be in the frame of mind to stop for a moment, 

to take inventory of our present situation and to fore- 

cast the future, with its many exceptional opportunities 

for potential business through the channels of credit 

sales, whether they are regular or deferred payment 

accounts. 

There are few of us who do not have a very optimistic 

outlook for the possibilities of sales, when we recognize 

the tremendous demand that exists for merchandise such 

as refrigerators, washers, radios, sweepers, stoves, ironers 

and standard furniture of every description, bedding and 
many others that have such a material effect upon the 
dollar volume of business. 

On the Threshold of a New Day 

Situated as we are with our decks clean, with our 
receivables down to a minimum, particularly in the in- 
stalment classification, and in anticipation of reconversion 
of industry to the manufacture of consumer goods essen- 
tials, we unquestionably are on the threshold of a heyday 
which may go on for quite a long period of time and 

will be limited only by the productive capacity. This 
thought is anticipated as a certainty in the last survey 
of the United States Chamber of Commerce, “What 
People Would Buy, if the War Ended Tomorrow.” I 
quote: ‘Most people are not—on the basis of present 

savings—counting on buying for cash. ‘The American 

habit of instalment buying will continue to be a major 
factor in large consumer purchases.” 

Those of us who experienced the end of World War I 

can feel happy over the future outlook now as compared 
with the postwar period of 1918, when conditions were 

just the reverse. During the last war, you recall, manu- 
facturers were not restricted in production of any type of 
merchandise except to the extent of availability of raw 
materials which appeared to be unlimited to the aggres- 
sive manufacturer and resulted in a productivity adequate 

to meet the heavily increased demand created by inflated 

buying power. When, rather suddenly, armistice and 

war’s end came, the economic situation was such that 

there were tremendous stocks of all types of merchandise 
in the hands of the distributors while consumer demand 
had been fully satisfied. The abrupt shut-off of income 
forced terrific inventory losses through markdowns and 
the extremely weakened buying power resulted in a 
brusque reduction of dollar volume. 

Lend $3.00, Get Back $4.00—Buy War Bonds. 

This condition brought about radical changes in policy 
by many merchants and department stores, who previously 

had frowned upon deferred payment and _ instalment 
accommodations. They now turned about face and re- 
ceived these opportunities for dollar volume with open 
arms, probably in the beginning forced by the necessity 

to recoup dollar volume alone. Later on, however, they 
learned conclusively by experience that sales of this char- 
acter are healthy attributes to their business in attracting 

all classes of buyers, including those in the lower income 

brackets, who have proven to be very valuable customers. 

I think it has been a wise move to place credit limita- 
tions on consumers in the lower income group, but I 
feel on the other hand that we have learned to encourage 
their patronage by extending to them the conveniences 
of time payment accommodations, because these customers 
frequently come into the store carrying with them an 

appreciable amount of cash business besides their credit 

purchases. 

If we are correct in our enthusiastic preparation for 

the potential volume of credit business, we should then 
turn our thoughts to building up a medium that offers 
the opportunities for developing these protective meas- 
ures we have previously mentioned ; a medium that offers 
the facilities for the development of complete and 
accurate credit information, accessible with the least 

possible effort, so that we can extend with intelligence 
and dispatch the services of credit and deliveries to our 
customers, who have waited so patiently for the fulfill- 

ment of their desires and of their essential needs. 

I have analyzed in my own mind our credit facilities 

and I have realized in conclusion that the best medium 
for attaining this goal is a Central Credit Bureau, some 
of which have today developed their facilities to a very 
enviable degree, while others not quite as progressive are 
somewhat limited in their performance. This medium 
seems to be a perfectly natural instrument of inestimable 

value for handling our credit business, a fact with which 
credit executives and their organizations should become 
fully conscious. Provided with the last word in operat- 
ing equipment such as modern filing systems, telegraph, 

Thomas L. Evans is Treasurer of J. N. Adam 
Company, Buffalo, New York. This was an ad- 
dress which he gave before the joint wartime 
Conference of Districts 2 and 12 of the National 
Retail Credit Association and the Columbia 
Regional Conference of the Associated Credit 
Bureaus of America, held in New York City, 
February 14 and 15, 1944. 
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telautograph, teletype, with legal and accounting counsel 
and with a continuous stream of factual information 

furnished by the merchants, the bureau is in an ideal 
position to serve its customers without fear or favor. 

While the facilities employed are of primary impor- 
tance they are absolutely of no value unless the credit 
executives and the organizations of various merchants 

will become thoroughly acquainted with the potentialities 
offered by the Central Credit Bureau System and unless 
they support the Bureau wholeheartedly without reserva- 

tion or limitation by furnishing the information that is 
indispensable for an intelligent credit evaluation. 

The value of a Centralized Credit office is limited only 
by the willingness and readiness of its members in furnish- 

ing information of experiences with their customers. If 
they are careful enough to supply the following informa- 
tion, the files of the Bureau, together with its other 

facilities, can render a service accurate to a degree of 
96%-98%, that would be far more economical, complete 

and dependable than they can possibly produce themselves. 
It is indispensable to: 

1, Clear all credit applications through the Bureau. 
2. Report status of all accounts: 

Derogatory experiences currently as they occur; 
Delinquency, unsatisfactory payments, excessive 

returns, and P & L listings. 
3. Prompt reply to reference requests from Bureau. 

Too often, in practical experience, I have learned that 
there are too many members who procrastinate in report- 
ing information of this character and I am sorry to say 
that in some cases there is an indifferent attitude, some- 
times even a deliberate lack of cooperation. We must 
realize, however, that the Central Credit Bureau is val- 
uable only to the extent of its ability to assemble complete 
and accurate information and that this information has 

to come from the individual members primarily. If, for 

any reason, the source of information is shut off, the 

Credit Bureau would become an empty shell. The steady 
flow of information is the lifeblood of the Bureau neces- 
sary to keep it alive and serviceable to the highest degree. 
On the other hand, the Bureau should be constantly on 
the alert to obtain information on lawsuits, divorces, 

judgments, bankruptcies, etc., which information should 
be passed on promptly to the various members for their 

protection against a dangerous overextension of credit. 

So far we have referred to the Central Credit Bureau 
as an organization comprising only retail merchants and 
department stores. It is, however, vitally important that 
credit granters, other than so-called storekeepers, should 
become full-fledged members in the widest sense described, 

so that the history of the credit grantee can be as com- 
plete as possible. This means the banker, the florist, the 
gasoline distributor, the grocer, doctor, dentist, the 

haberdasher, the specialty store, as well as the small loan 
company. I probably haven’t mentioned them all, but 
it is of tremendous importance to cover and include as 

many species of the economic life as possible, because 
undoubtedly in many cases a number of different credit 

granters are dealing with the same customer and it is 
very easy for a person to apply to a bank for a personal 
loan after having exceeded his ability to pay, far beyond 
his financial capacity, with other merchants of the com- 
munity. 

The main reason for my positive attitude toward a 
Central Credit Bureau is that I have satisfied myself 
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about its value as a source for concentrated and complete 

information. It is a constructive medium offering un- 

limited possibilities for the credit granter in his work, 

and at the same time permits the handling of the credit 

applicant with a minimum amount of embarrassment 

and loss of time. The Central Credit Bureau records 

factual experiences, and experiences alone are the best 

barometer of a customer’s solvency and integrity. 

The Central Credit Bureau can also fulfil a highly 

important social function by becoming a clinic for the 

correction of ills suffered by consumers, who overextend 

their financial capacity or are victims of unforeseen cir- 

cumstances. The Bureau would be in a logical position 

to review with the debtor his status, diagnose his dif- 

ficulties and after pooling all his obligations it could 

prescribe the effective remedy for his or her rehabilita- 

tion by making convenient arrangements satisfactory to 

customer and creditors alike. This facility can be very 

helpful and extremely valuable to the serviceman and 

woman returning to civilian life and anxious to liquidate 

the unpaid obligations contracted before their departure 

to the service. 

I have been a very strong advocate of one Central 

Credit Bureau in a community or Metropolitan area, 

that is independently operated and absolutely free from 

control of any merchant, or group of merchants, render- 

ing the same services to small and large members alike, 
without discrimination or restraint of any kind. This 

opinion is not the result of just a casual contact with the 
credit problem from a controller’s standpoint, but rather 
from a very careful research of the consumer credit prob- 
lem, which was the groundwork for the report and 

recommendations to the merchants in Philadelphia result- 

ing subsequently in the creation of the “Credit Bureau 

of Greater Philadelphia.” 
. The Credit Bureau as 

an Educational Influence 

The Bureau can exercise a very strong educational in- 
fluence by creating the right attitude of the public toward 
the sacredness of credit. When we started the Phil- 

adelphia Credit Bureau, the Board of Directors attempted 

a very constructive publicity program that seemed at first 

somewhat expensive, but proved later on to be very 
profitable in view of the tangible results obtained. 
National interest was created by Philadelphia through 
the advertisement of Regulation W-which resulted in 

quick public acceptance of the restrictions contained in 
the regulation and secured a cooperative responsive spirit 

which exceeded all expectations. In addition to this, the 

results of those advertisements, coming from an informa- 
tion center, made the public fully conscious of the 
existence of a Central Credit Bureau and made them 
realize that information on their performance in the 

credit field was a matter of knowledge to this Bureau. 
Unquestionably Regulation W was very timely and of 
great assistance in getting this point across, but the fact 
remains that we took advantage of this opportunity and 

capitalized on it to a very profitable degree. 

Another valuable potentiality that the Bureau offers 
is in relation to collections. The strong influence of a 
centralized Credit Bureau on the public could be felt 

(Turn to “Centralization,” page 31.) 
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Post-War Problems 
and 

Upportunities in Hetail Credit 

Carl N. Schmals 

This is the second and last instalment of an 
excellent talk given by Mr. Schmalz before the 
Montreal Chapter of the Canadian Credit In- 
stitute. The first part appeared in the May 
issue. 

Finally, retailers, if they are to stay in business, will 
have to learn to view this postwar prosperity in proper 

perspective. If they and their credit men are led into 
inconsiderate and unwise extension of credit, they will 
encourage the creation of a bubble like that of 1929. 
The old principles still will hold, even though the war 
is Over, times are good, and we again have maids, or 

machines, to do our dishes. The credit man who doesn’t 
keep his feet firmly on the ground will be likely to lose 
his footing, and that of his boss, as well. 
We have said that credit men should cultivate a pro- 

fessional attitude, implying that they should understand 

the effects of their individual policies upon retail trade | 
in general; that they should feel a personal responsibility 
for maintaining credit business on a sound and wholesome 
basis, and that they should act in accordance with that 
responsibility even when they might make larger immedi- 
ate profits by doing otherwise. Now we see that their 
professional attitude should be reflected, also, in an ability 
to maintain their poise, to interpret conditions accurately 
and without emotion when mistakes are being made all 
about them. 

Thus, even the day-to-day work of financing the boom 
will offer its problems: getting the money, meeting new 
and vigorous competition, and maintaining a calm, ju- 

dicial point of view. Manifestly, there will be ample 
opportunity to earn sizeable financial profits for one’s 
firm and oneself through doing this commonplace job 
well. Just as surely, it will offer important opportunity 
for personal growth and professional development. 

3. Modernizing Methods 

The third set of problems which I foresee are related 
to the particular methods used in the conduct of credit 

business through the semi-mechanical processes of au- 
thorizing, billing, receiving payments, collecting past-due 
balances, and so on. 

Stores now are turning to simplified billing, and skele- 
ton billing, which were tried and given up years ago. A 
few retailers have adopted the extremely simple public- 
utility type of bill, using the salesslip to provide the itemi- 
zation. Still fewer stores have experimented with, or 

Buy War Bonds every Payday. 

actually adopted, punched-card procedures as an aid in 

billing. It is ten years since we learned to use the Charg- 

a-plate and we have not yet found a way to employ it for 

writing parts of the salesslip other than the name and ad- 

dress. The pneumatic tube and the O.K. telephone came 

into widespread use years ago. The idea of the drawback 

system is not new. When we simplify or improve the 

process of authorizing, it is usually by discontinuing the 
authorization of certain slips. 

In other words, I wonder whether we credit men in 
retailing are doing the original, imaginative, creative 
thinking which we should be doing. Other men, experts 
in their respective fields, can supply the necessary tech- 
nical knowledge of mechanics, electricity, electronics, and 
what have you; but we who know the many, detailed 
problems connected with our work, and who are respon- 
sible for results, should supply the imagination and the 
initiative. If we do not provide the creative thinking, if 
we cannot develop within ourselves the constructive new 
ideas which will improve retail credit operations, we 

must not expect to be treated as executives and leaders, 
and we must expect that someone outside our ranks 
eventually will furnish the leadership which we lack. 

The postwar period promises to be one which, like the 
1920’s, will stimulate the imaginations of men and will 
be recorded as an era of marked progress in the practical 
application of new scientific discoveries. Let retail credit 

men be ready for it and make the most of it. Surely they 
have problems in abundance: high costs, inefficient per- 
sonnel often poorly adapted to their jobs, and poorly 
trained, inadequate statistical standards and records of 
performance, too many errors, low output, and slow serv- 
ice. I mean not to overemphasize the shortcomings but 
only to call attention pointedly to the problems. In these 
problems, during the postwar period, credit men will 

have a tremendous opportunity. 

4. Minding Our Business 

As the postwar period unfolds, retail credit men will 
make substantial progress in the solving of the three 
major problems which I have mentioned—the problems 

of government regulation, financing the boom, and mod- 
ernizing their methods of operation. They will, I think, 
achieve considerable success in their attempts to develop 
themselves professionally and to do their jobs well. This 
very success, coupled with other circumstances which I 
will mention, will lead to a fourth major problem, that 
of minding their business. 
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As the evidence of increased professional competence 
accumulates, as retailers come to handle more and more 
credit business, and as the investment in accounts receiv- 
able grows larger and larger, credit men will become in- 
creasingly important in their respective organizations. 
They will find it necessary to pass more and more of the 
routine work on to others, to employ larger staffs, and to 

devote an increasing portion of their own time to the 
broader problems. 

Of course, the responsibility of the credit manager dif- 
fers substantially from firm to firm, even in the same line 
of business. We need not catalog these differences. 
Neither need we enumerate the several functions con- 

nected with the granting of credit and the collection of 
past-due balances which ordinarily occupy the bulk of 

the credit man’s attention, or incidental work, such as 

that on bad checks, which the credit man is well fitted to 
perform. 

The Credit Manager’s Responsibilities 

It should be noted, however, that the credit job in- 
cludes the protection of the accounts receivable asset and 
the determination of policies regarding what credit terms 
shall be offered, what types of customer shall, and shall 
not, receive credit in accordance with these terms, the 
manner of collecting past-due accounts, and what records 
shall be maintained. The credit man’s immediate superior, 
usually the treasurer or the controller, will interest him- 
self deeply in these broader matters and will want to 
have the final say. But he will want, also, to have the 

kind of credit manager who is intelligently thoughtful 

and alert regarding questions of policy, who looks ahead 
to anticipate major problems before they arise, and who 
makes sound suggestions regarding them. Many retail 
credit men, I infer, conceive their job to be somewhat 
more limited in this direction than it really is. These 
men overlook an excellent opportunity. 

It may be noted, also, that a credit manager may or 
may not have the responsibility for billing, maintaining 
the customers’ ledgers in balance, bill adjusting, and the 
actual work of dunning. Frequently a credit manager 
has the time and ability required for directing this work. 

Certainly it is so closely allied to credit granting that 
the two fit together conveniently. Nevertheless, the bill- 

ing, etc., is a type of operating work requiring the abilities 
of a good factory manager or foreman rather than special- 
ized knowledge of credits. A credit man who does not 
have this production responsibility has an opportunity to 
become more proficient as a credit executive. 

Whether a man does, or does not, have charge of bill- 
ing, bill adjustments, and collection, it seems to me that 
the credit man’s responsibility should cover only the func- 
tions which I have mentioned. In some smaller concerns, 

the same man may have to be credit manager, office man- 
ager, controller, treasurer, store superintendent, personnel 
manager, and what have you. But even he should keep 
his thinking straight as to what is, and what is not, credit 
work. 

As the retail credit man, through experience or study, 
feels his ability developing, as he hopes for more recogni- 
tion and higher pay, as he sees the credit job growing in 
importance, I urge him not to fall into the error of claim- 
ing, as part of the credit job, jurisdiction over extraneous 

matters. 
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For instance, the direction of sales promotion efforts 
intended to increase credit business, to revive inactive 
accounts, and to produce new accounts should be in the 
hands of the sales promotion head, who presumably has 
special skills, knowledge, and experience in such work as 
the writing of direct mail copy and the production of at- 
tractive, effective printed matter. The credit man should 
use his special abilities and his knowledge to insure that 
promotional efforts are directed only at customers or 
potential customers with whom credit business can be 
done on a sound basis. This phase of the work falls 
clearly within his proper area. The credit man, how- 
ever, should not attempt to make himself a sales pro- 
motion expert and neither should he, not being expert in 
those matters, try to take on responsibilities which he 
cannot discharge well. 

Also, the credit man should not think of himself as a 
main-office super-salesman. Of course, he should be 

vitally interested in the impression which the store makes 
on its customers. He should conduct his interviews with 

as much attention to details, and as much technical com- 
petence, as a good salesman would bring to his job. He 
should know his firm’s policies thoroughly and should 
learn as much about its merchandise as possible. In his 
conversations and correspondence with customers, he 

should seek to reinforce and to supplement the good-will- 

building efforts of the selling and sales promotion staffs 
and should try to answer questions and dissolve doubts 
even before they are expressed. He should have ideas 
and suggestions as to how new business can be secured. 
In other than routine cases, he should hesitate long and 
thoughtfully before refusing to open an account, before 

refusing to authorize a sale, before sending a past-due 
balance to a collection agency, before bringing suit, or be- 
fore closing an account; and when forced to perform 
these unpleasant tasks he should do so firmly but yet in 
a manner which will minimize the danger of creating ill 
will. In a sense, therefore, the credit man should be a 
good salesman and always should seek to “sell” his firm 

and its goods. 
Nevertheless, he should remember that his prime re- 

sponsibility is to protect the accounts receivable asset, to 
grant credit soundly, and, perhaps, to operate an office 
with smoothness and, efficiency. He should not allow his 
judgment to be clouded, or his attention to be diverted, 
by other objectives. He should not allow ambition or 

conceit to lead him afield. 
The fourth problem, then, is simply that of minding 

one’s own business. The man who succeeds in doing that 
will find that he has not only an opportunity to do the 
main job better than otherwise would be possible, but also 
the opportunity to be a better teamworker in the organi- 
zation than he otherwise would be. Both will bring their 
rewards in the long run. 

Conclusion 
Perhaps it will be helpful if I take a few minutes for 

a concise summary of what has been said. 
1. The postwar period will begin in 1947 and will last 

eight or ten years. It cannot begin before 1947 because, 
after the surrender of Japan in 1945 or 1946, a year or 
more will be required for the initial and major readjust- 
ment of the economy from war to peace. 

2. The postwar period will be one of substantial pros- 
perity for retailers, and especially for credit retailers. It 
should be a pleasant era for retail credit men, one in 

Buy Bonds to Buy Bombs. 
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which they may receive encouraging rewards even if they 

do not deserve reward, and in which the proficient and 

deserving should do very well indeed. 

3. Perhaps the most important postwar problem will 

concern what to do about government regulation. The 
need for a solution of this problem focusses the attention 
of credit men upon their opportunity to develop among 
themselves and their superior officers (the controllers, the 

treasurers, and the heads of firms) a degree of under- 

standing and of civic responsibility which will make self- 
regulation an adequate peacetime substitute for govern- 

ment control. 

4. The second problem, and the first operating problem, 
is that of financing the postwar boom. It includes get- 
ting the money for the expanded accounts receivable, 
meeting the competition of banks, and maintaining calm 

minds which reach sound judgments, even under the 
temptations and distractions of business prosperity. In 
working on this problem, retail credit men have an ex- 
cellent opportunity to earn profits and to develop greater 

professional, or technical, competence. 

Modernizing Methods 

5. The third problem will be that of modernizing 
methods, applying the new scientific discoveries to the 
conduct of credit business in an imaginative, creative man- 

ner. During recent years, credit men have not made a 
particularly good record in this respect. Now they have 
a new and unusually favorable opportunity to improve 
their showing, as well as an obligation to avoid being left 
behind. 

6. Success and prosperity are likely to lead credit men 

to become overambitious, to overestimate their capacities, 
and to reach out for authority which can be exercised to 
better advantage by others. They, for instance, should . 
not confuse their responsibilities for credit granting with 
those of the sales promotion manager for getting business, 
including credit business, or with those of the buyers and 
salespeople in selling departments. On the other hand, 

many credit men now give too little attention to ques- 
tions of policy on which their superiors would welcome 
suggestions. Here is one important part of the credit 

function which many retail credit men are neglecting 
and which offers an opportunity for greatly increasing 

their contributions to their respective firms. 

7. Apparently the dangers and problems facing retail 
credit men in the postwar era are real and challenging; 
but yet, apparently, they are not sufficiently serious to do 
more than put us on our mettle. The opportunities to 
educate ourselves and our superior officers, to make de- 

mocracy work, to put a brake on the disturbing trend to- 
ward socialism and statism, to develop a more nearly 
professional attitude, to do our jobs in an efficient, effec- 
tive, imaginative way and to work cooperatively with our 
fellows in our respective organizations—all these op- 
portunities take on much greater stature than the prob- 
lems which we face. We should look forward to the 
postwar period not fearfully, not defensively, but hope- 
fully, optimistically, eagerly, and with a determination to 
make the most of many excellent opportunities. If we 
can do that—if we, also, can be alert and courageous, 
willing to take chances in order to meet the desires of a 
new generation—we shall find the postwar era very Satis- 
factory indeed. 

Bring Them Back Sooner—Buy War Bonds. 
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CREDIT REGULATION 

- INSERT - 

WHAT THE GOVERNMENT 

CHARGE ACCOUNT 

REGULATION MEANS TO YOU! 

If you are in the habit of paying your 
charge account in full promptly upon 
receipt of your monthly statement, the 
new regulation will not affect you. You 
may continue to enjoy the convenience 
of buying what you want when you want 
it by simply saying “Charge It.” 

But—if you let your charge account re- 
main unpaid after the tenth of the second 
month following the month of purchase, 
then the government regulation will af- 
fect you—and you will not be permitted 
to charge or make installment purchases 
of listed merchandise until satisfactory 
settlement of your account has been ar- 
ranged. 

Make it a habit to pay PROMPTLY upon 
receipt of bill so that you may continue to 
enjoy the convenience of your charge account. 

aE a eee 

@ An educational insert. Can be used 
at any time, with either statements or 
letters. Reassures prompt-pays they 
can still use their accounts, and induces 
payment of frozen accounts. Millions 
have been used with remarkable results. 

@ Printed in dark green ink on light 
green bond paper. Order a supply 
NOW and be convinced. 

Only $2.00 a thousand 

NATIONAL RETAIL 
CREDIT ASSOCIATION 
Shell Building ° St. Louis 3, Mo. 
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MONG THE SUBSCRIBERS to the “Stream- 

\N lined Letters Course” are several members of 
the credit department of the Shell Oil Company, Seattle, 

Washington. ‘These include Messrs. E. N. Anderson, 
C. F. Barnes, E. M. Farra, and A. G. Macdonald. 
Several of the written assignments and letters that they 
have been sending to the National Office, as part of the 
Course, are most outstanding. 

One answer in particular struck me so favorably that 
it was decided to print it for the benefit of readers of 

the Credit Department Letters page. This one was 
written by Mr. Farra, and it deals with Good Will 
Letters. This is what he wrote: 

I believe it is definitely good policy to send good will 
letters from the credit department for the following 
reasons: 

1. It assists in breaking down that imaginary or im- 
personal barrier between the customer and the 
Credit Department. 

It makes the customer feel that the Credit Depart- 

ment is human after all, and willing to give serv- 
ice and assistance similar to the sales or operating 
departments. 

These letters are definitely good will and business 
builders. Best of all, they assist materially in keep- 
ing “sold” the old customers that are often over- 
looked in the rush and scramble for new accounts. 

. To be successful, good letters should not be stereo- 

typed form letter affairs that are prepared and 
mailed at random with no regard to the classifica- 

tion of the account. In other words, an account 

that has been with a firm for a period of years 
should receive a different type of letter from a 
new account. Also, a prompt and regular paying 

account should have different treatment from the 
slow-pay or chronic slow remitter. Each letter 

should be personalized. The effort and time spent 

to do this correctly are profitably spent. 
I have been in a position to observe customer re- 
action to good will letters over a period of years. 
When they have been correctly prepared and sent 
at the proper intervals, the reaction is always good. 

. They keep the customer in contact with your firm 

and afford the management an opportunity to call 
the customer’s attention to added services, new 
merchandise, etc. 

. Good will letters often stimulate a customer reply 
that reveals a complaint, or offers suggestions and 
constructive criticism. These kinds of reactions 
are valuable to any business. 
Inasmuch as these letters are sales letters, they have 
the valuable effect of keeping a credit department 
in proper balance. 

10 CREDIT WORLD 
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Finally, good will letters appeal to the customer’s 

ego and definitely make him feel that he is impor- 

tant to your organization. 

This Month’s Illustrations . 

The first illustration is one used by E. J. Ignatius, 

Credit Department of Schoenfelds, Seattle, to bring 

home forcibly to the customer the fact that the balance 

due must be paid before further purchases can be made. 

He uses Regulation W with telling effect to strike home 

his point. Then his last sentence is a courteous request 

that the account be balanced and that a call be made. 

The letter is well set up on the page and has striking 

eye appeal. This adds to its effectiveness. 

Illustration No. 2, used by Mr. H. M. Tobolowsky, 

Manager of Credit Sales for E. M. Kahn & Co., of 

Dallas, Texas, is one of those cheery, wholesome, smile- 

provoking good will letters that well befits its author. 

The cleverly adapted illustrations show the care to 

which Mr. Tobolowsky went to make them fit his exact 

wording, yet at the same time he carried out the prime 

reason for writing his letter; namely, to get the customer 

to resume business with Kahn’s. Although a more ex- 
pensive type of letter to send because of the illustrations, 
its uniqueness gives it drawing power that more than 
compensates for the extra cost—and one can be sure it 
will be read and remembered! 

Illustration No. 3, written by Mr. J. A. Barnes, 

Credit Manager of Appel’s, Louisville, Kentucky, makes 

its appeal on account of the fact that it is written in long- 
hand, and is therefore a truly personal letter. Louisville, 
famous for its Kentucky Derby, is also famous for the 
warm, friendly spirit of its people. No wonder they 
react favorably to the personal appeal made by Mr. 
Barnes in his hand-written communication! He says, “I 

am having very good success with this letter in long- 
hand on old accounts, for often regular printed forms 

fail to produce. I write short letters using a plain 
envelope with the address on the back, and sign my name 
and position.” The printed line at the bottom of the 
page expresses a patriotic idea, and it sits well with the 
reader. 

Illustration No. 4, used by Mr. Frank D. Francis, 

Credit Sales Manager of The Emporium, San Francisco, 

gives, in a fairly long letter, a clear and chatty picture 
of the limitations of Regulation W both from the stand- 
point of the customer and that of the store. After clear- 
ing up any confusion in the customer’s mind, an offer 
of cooperation is extended in the last paragraph so that 
the customer and the store can get together and come 
to a mutual understanding. The letter has brought good 
results. 

An Opportunity to Invest in Victory—Buy More War Bonds 
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April 17, 1944 

Mre. John Smith 
1422 First Avenue 

Seattle, Washington 

Balance Past Due: $46.95 

Dear Mrs, Smith: 

Government credit regulations in effect Quring the present 
emergency prohibit us extending you the courtesies and consider 
ations of our credit departsent in further purchases of listed 

articles until the above balance has been retired from our books. 

May we expect your call (and check) within the week so we 
may reinstate your account for you? 

Yours very truly, 

” fe 

Credit De tment 
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Pardon-Long Hand Letter, Uncle Sam Needs Stenographers. 

DALLAS’ OLDEST #ETAIL STORE WM KAHN Ny ((): APPAREL FOR MEN, BOYS, 

MAIN AND ELM AT LAMAR . DALLAS, TEXAS 

Mr, Raymond Black 
Worth and Texas Place 

Dallac, Texas 

Dear Mr, Black: 

Easter so very near ~<a 
©) was 

already it gives u pain when we 
y 

recall you haven't been he LEY, for so long, 

and that your charge account with us has grown 

S st with disuse. Of course, we wouldn't 
ae 

have you buy anything you don't actually need, for 

that isn't patriotic. But we do so very, 
’ ° 

very much want you to come in Pom to see us 

just to keep old eta” bright, 

AS 

and to freshen up your charge account 
= 

on our books 

We'll “Cte looking for you, 

Sinoerely yours, 

Manager of Credit Sale 

They Also Serve Who Buy and Hold War Bonds. 
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May 8, 1944 

Mr. Roger Mann 
8725 Arkansas 

San Francisco, Califomia 

Dear Er, Mann: 

This letter is written to thank you for your patronage as shown by 
the activity of your charge account, and also to ask for your fur- 

ther cooperation in making payment more promptly in order te pre- 

vent annoyance to you. 

As you know, our terms provide for full payment of accoust »m or 

before the 15th of each month. In addition, Pederal Credit Regu- 

lation "#" requires stores to “freese" an account after the 10th 

Gay of the second month until « balance is paid or arrangements 

are made for settlement. 

In reviewing our ledgers, we notice it has been necessary to 

“freeze” your account temporarily on several occasions. This, no 

Goubt, has caused you iderable i ience and we can't help 

wondering whether anything has happened to delay your paymente--a 

misunderstanding of our credit terms or anything for which we are 

to blame. 

If delay in payment in the past has been due to « sisunders 

of our terms, or of Regulation "W", may we suggest that settlement 

of future accounts be made in full by the 15th of each month. This 

will assure you uninterrupted use of your account et all times. 

If we can be of help in any way, please feel free to communicate 

with me, either by personal call, letter or telephone (EXbrook 6600, 
Local 560) and I will be glad to discuss any questions with you. 

Very truly yours 

S. Poand A. Phanece 

Credit Sales Manager 

CREDIT WORLD 
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PUSTWAR 
Planning 

Sam Sherman 

General Merchandise Manager 

The May Company 

Denver, Colo. 

HE SUBJECT ASSIGNED to me is Postwar 

Planning and it certainly is a relief to be able to 

dream about the future instead of discussing the realities 

of the present year. I am very much of the opinion 

that 1944 will be a very unhappy and troubled year. I 
believe that our volume of business in this section of 

the country will hold up very closely to 1943, but by 

calling this a troubled year, I am thinking in terms of 

the additional unhappiness that is bound to occur in the 

families after the invasion starts. And I am thinking 

in terms of a definite shortage of merchandise in many, 

many items in spite of the fact that wé have been en- 

couraged to believe that many durable lines and rubber 

products will appear on the market before the year is 

out. On top of all this it is an election year, so added 

together 1944 looks pretty tough. It is for that reason 

that it is much more pleasant to talk about the future 

if and when our postwar is a reality, so let’s brush aside 
the immediate troubles and do a bit of thinking and 
planning. We know we are going to win the war 

but when is a big question mark. 

I am by nature an optimist and the future looks very 
good. Credit managers should give some thought to 

the pent-up buying power in these United States. It 
is estimated that we have accumulated in war bonds, 

deposits, and actual cash, fifty billion dollars. This is 
the lowest estimate indicated and some economists are 
talking in terms of up to one hundred billion dollars. 
On top of this vast sum, we have accumulated, in our 

various states, unemployment reserves sufficient to pay 
five million persons $20.00 weekly for over a year. 
It is estimated that not more than 50 per cent of 
American industry is producing war goods and of this 
number not over 10 to 20 per cent will need to change 
for reconversion purposes. 

Unemployment after the war should not be too big 
a problem to handle. Do not expect that our armed 

This article was an address given at the 

N.R.C.A., Ninth District, Conference in Denver, 
Colo., March 20, 1944, by Sam Sherman, General 
Merchandise Manager, The May Co., Denver. 

His remarks, given extemporaneously, were so 
favorably received that we requested him to 
prepare an article on the subject for The 

CREDIT WORLD. 
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forces will be moved back into our civilian life over- 

night. If the war were over today, and I mean both 

the European war and the Japanese war, and demo- 

bilization should start tomorrow, it would take fully 

from two to three years to move these millions of men 

and women out of our armed forces back into civilian 

life. The physical task of transporting millions of men 

from all corners of the earth is a terrific problem and 

will take several years and this alone will feed our 

civilian workers into normal civilian life much more 

slowly than the average person thinks. 

It is estimated that construction industries will need 

6% million workers and that various service industries 

will need a far greater number than this. I believe that 

the readjustment period will come rapidly in the need 

of labor to manufacture and build all the pent-up needs 

of not only our American people but the entire world. 

We know that homes, buildings, roads and airports must 

be constructed. We know that there is a tremendous 

demand for railroad equipment—not only in stream- 

lined passenger trains but in engines and freight-carrying 

cars of new construction. There will be a tremendous 

need for trucks, automobiles, tires and all the things 

that go to manufacture automotive power. Stop and 

think of the needs in the household, not only in terms of 

major electrical appliances such as refrigerators, dish- 

washers, washing machines, laundry equipment, sweepers, 

lamps, irons and kitchen equipment, electric stoves, gas 

ranges, but think of radios and the new television that 

is coming and the new plastics, electronics and radar 

and of course all the ladies are tremendously interested 
in the production of nylon hosiery! 

Necessities of Today 

I believe that the postwar will lead us into a fan- 
tastic age. When I look back over my lifetime it is 
astounding to think of the new miraculous things that 
were brought into being and considered luxuries in 
those days, and today are necessities. I recall when the 
first telephone came into the small town in Missouri 
where I was a boy, and when the first automobile ap- 

peared on the street to frighten the mules and horses, 
and when bathtubs ‘became necessities in homes. And 
how relieved I was when the incandescent lights re- 
placed the kerosene lamps in my father’s country store 
and I didn’t have to trim wicks and polish globes any 

more. And then came submarines and airplanes and 
radios and furnaces and refrigerators and dishwashers. 
The next twenty-five years of invention will make the 

past pale in significance and I would say to you that 
the youngster of twenty-one to thirty-five will have 
the world by the tail with a downhill pull and I am 
not thinking only of these United States. 

If you will consider your history you will find that 
every war pushed back frontiers. After our own Civil 
War there was an overnight development from the 

Rockies to the Pacific Coast and after the small Spanish- 

American War there was an awakened interest in the 
Caribbean and West Indies and Philippines. After the 
Boer War you saw the development of South Africa 
and after our World War I we saw the tremendous 
awakening and development of Russia and China. 

Buy War Bonds to Have and to Hold. 
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It is my considered opinion that after World War II 

you will see the frontiers of the world pushed back still 

further. There will be hundreds of thousands of Amer- 

ican, Canadian and British young men who are today 

in the armed forces all over the world, who will see the 

possibility in all the foreign countries. Communication 

is practically instant and today you are sitting on the 

side lines watching a great war being fought, and these 

boys will recognize that communication with their homes 

and families will be but a matter of minutes and hours. 

Transportation today brings every corner of the globe 

within sixty hours of where you are standing and in 

the postwar years these same boys will be able to reach 
home within a matter of two or three days. These boys 

are going to see the enormous possibilities in all the 

lands of the world, on our own continent, in Alaska, 
Canada, and Mexico, as well as in all the Central 
American countries which have untold opportunities. 

South America is practically virgin territory. All of 
Africa is still open for the youth of the world to de- 
velop. Australia, India, the East Indies, Russia, and 
China have unlimited possibilities for the adventuresome 

youth seeking a career, who can look into the future for 
business ventures. That has always been past history 
and undoubtedly will be more true in the next twenty- 
five years. 

Shortage of Consumer Goods 

There is a tremendous shortage of consumer goods 
which must be produced. Inventories are low not only 

with the producers but with the dealers and individual 
concerns. Reconversion into civilian production will 
necessarily be slow until after successful invasion of the 
European continent and frankly, I do not believe we 

would want it otherwise. With the abundance of 
money in the hands of the consuming public and with 

personal business debts at the lowest point in the history 

of the United States, future development will call for 
a large demand of credit because of higher living 

standards, expansion, and installment buying. Industry 
and banks will expand loans and there are plenty of 
funds for reconversion and plenty of credit to expand 
loans. Of course, I am assuming that the United States 

will take its place in the economic, financial, and political 
leadership that it should and must have in this world. 

All credit men will be under pressure to be liberal 

with credit terms. Management will be impatient to 
increase charge accounts and installment buying and 
rightly so, but it is my considered judgment that relax- 
ing of credit standards might precipitate a runaway 
inflation and if that should happen you would have the 

government step in with even more stringent restrictions 
than are now in force. It is my personal opinion that 
much good has come in our credit management by regu- 
lation imposed upon us by the government, benefits which 
should be helpful in our postwar period. It is healthy, 
it is sound, and furthers a sensible economy. I would 
advocate a conservative credit policy. I don’t believe 
any one again wants to go back to the wild credit of 

past years in which the public was so tremendously 
burdened with debts and obligations, and should we 

follow a thoughtful credit policy we will have a finer 
and sounder economy. When the items are again 
available, be assured the individual will want to pur- 

They Also Serve, Who Buy and Hold War Bonds. 

Frank Caldwell Leaves A.C.B. of A. to 
Manage San Francisco Credit Bureau 

FRANK T. CALDWELL, Secretary-Treasurer- 

Manager of The Associated Credit Bureaus of America 

since 1937, is “California bound.” He resigned his posi- 
tion, effective May 15, to 
become General Manager 

of the Retailers Credit 
Association of San Fran- 
cisco, succeeding 5S. E. 
Shermantine who resigned 
for reasons of health. 

Mr. Caldwell’s back- 
ground of progress in the 
credit profession has been 
phenomenal. He left 
Wabash College in Craw- 
fordsville, Indiana, during 

World War I to enlist in 
the American Ambulance Service and later in the French 

Foreign Legion from which he was honorably discharged 

in April 1919. He was for three years in the credit 

department of the National City Bank of New York 
and for two years with the Federal Reserve Bank of 
Philadelphia. While in the latter city, he attended 
the Wharton School of Commerce, University of Penn- 
sylvania. 

In 1929 he joined the staff of the National Retail 
Credit Association, as Field Secretary, coming from Fort 
Myers, Florida, where he organized and operated the 
Lee County Credit Association. In 1932 he became 
Western District Manager of the National Consumer 
Credit Reporting Corporation with Headquarters in 

San Francisco. He held this position until 1935 when 

he was appointed Secretary and Assistant General Man- 
ager of that organization with headquarters in St. Louis. 
With the formation of the Associated Credit Bureaus of 
America in 1937, Mr. Caldwell became Secretary- 

Treasurer and Manager, the position he held until his 
recent resignation. 

Frank Caldwell has always been interested in the 
problems of the credit granter. He has addressed many 
meetings of Local Associations and merchant groups 
and his inspiring messages have been helpful to the 
credit granter and bureau manager alike. As General 
Manager of the Retailers Credit Association of San 
Francisco, he will be associated with some of the out- 

standing merchants and credit executives of the country. 
Frank has our best wishes for continued success and 
happiness. 

chase, immediately, all the things he desires, perhaps 
not with the soundest judgment. To buy at one time 

a house, its furnishings, equipment for the kitchen and 
the laundry, a radio, a piano, a car—all this will more 

than likely be a strain on the individual’s finances and 
it is your problem and your constructive, intelligent 
restraint that will guide the finances of the customer 
along sane and safe channels. In other words—your 
watchword should be “caution.” 
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RESOLUTIONS 
“NS 

Adopted at the 31st Annual Conference and Credit Sales Forum 
Milwaukee, Wis., May 16-18, 1944 

] FUTURE OF REGULATION W 

WHEREAS, The National Retail Credit Association 

has given continuous thought and study to Regulation W 

and its effects on retail credit since its adoption by the 

Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System on 

Aug. 21, 1941, and 

WHEREAS, The business interests of the country 

are looking to the National Retail Credit Association 

to express its views as a result of such studies as to 

whether Regulation W should be continued after the 

war and, if so, to what extent and when it should be 

terminated ; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, By 

the delegates to the National Retail Credit Association 

Convention, assembled at Milwaukee, May 16 to 18, 

1944, inclusive: 

1. That Regulation W_ be revised as opportunity 

affords or occasion demands, with a view to making its 

administration as simple as possible, both from the stand- 
point of the Federal Reserve System and of the retail 
credit granter for such time as Regulation W continues 

as a part of our national economic system; 

2. That the National Retail Credit Association recog- 

nizes that Regulation W was adopted by the Board of 
Governors of the Federal Reserve System for the pur- 
pose of promoting the national defense and protecting 

the national economy, as set forth in Executive Order 
No. 8843, dated Aug. 9, 1941, but believing that the 

administration of consumer credit should be returned 

to American business at the earliest possible moment 
consistent with the national economy, the National 
Retail Credit Association urges that Regulation W be 

terminated at the end of the National emergency as 
proclaimed by the President April 27, 1942, and that 

the members of the National Retail Credit Association 

lend their influence and support to that end. 

2 CHANGES IN REGULATION W 
WHEREAS, The Retail Credit Forum sponsored by 

the National Retail Credit Association at its meeting 

in St. Louis, June 16, 1943, adopted a resolution re- 
questing the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System to amend Regulation W so as to treat as a 
charge sale any extension of credit which is to be repaid 
not later than the tenth (10th) day of the second 

calendar month following such extension of credit, re- 
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gardless of whether it is to be repaid in one sum or in 
two or more payments; and 

WHEREAS, The Legislative Committee of the 
National Retail Credit Association, meeting in Wash- 
ington, February 16 to 17, 1944, by a similar resolution, 
reiterated this request; and 

WHEREAS, This matter is now under consideration 

by the Board; 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That 

the National Retail Credit Association endorses the 
action of the Retail Credit Forum and of its Legislative 
Committee as above set forth and requests the General 

Manager and the Legislative Committee, when, in their 

opinion, it is appropriate to do so, to support this resolu- 
tion with the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve 
System. 

3 THE KEFAUVER BILL 
WHEREAS, There is now pending in the United 

States Congress a bill known as THE KEFAUVER 
BILL (H.R.2985) which has already passed the House 
of Representatives, and which bill provides a means 
whereby the wages of civil employees of the Federal 
Government may be garnisheed; and 

WHEREAS, Studies made by our Associations show 

conclusively that thousands and thousands of dollars are 

lost annually to the retail credit granters of our nation 
through the nonpayment of bills contracted by Federal 

employees to whom credit has been extended in good 
faith because of their employment with the Federal 
Government; and 

WHEREAS, We firmly believe that Federal em- 
ployees should not be protected in the evasion of payment 

for goods and services purchased and the honest employee 

also be protected in the privilege of credit; and 

WHEREAS, Experience has shown through the 
operation of garnishment laws in those states having the 
same that such laws do materially act as a protection 
to credit granters, to governmental employees of states 
and municipalities, and yet garnishment proceedings 
thereunder have to be resorted to only in a very limited 
number of cases because such employees, knowing their 

wages are subject to garnishment, are more prompt in 
the payment of their just obligations; and 

WHEREAS, This bill does give full protection to 
such Federal employees against any who would seek to 
improperly use the garnishment process, and 

(Turn to “Resolutions,” page 27.) 
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Joseph H. Riggs, N.A.C.A. President 
Joseph H. Riggs, Vice-President, Florida National 

Bank, Jacksonville, Florida, was elected President of 

the N.R.C.A., at the 31st Annual Conference in Mil- 

waukee, May 16-18, 1944. Earl 

E. Paddon, Lammert Furniture 

Co., St. Louis, Mo., was made 

First Vice-President, and Harry 

L. Bunker, The H. C. Capwell 
Co., Oakland, California, Second 
Vice-President. Elected directors 
at large were: T. L. Robinette, 

Robert Simpson Co. Ltd., Toronto, 
Ont., Canada; Royce Sehnert, 
Wichita Eagle, Wichita, Kansas; 
T. A. Nickel, McKelvey Coats 

Furn. Co., Birmingham, Alabama ; 
J. F. Eichelberger, The Hub, Baltimore, Maryland; T. 
W. Walters, Morris Plan Bank, Cleveland, Ohio; and 
R. M. Severa, R. H. Macy and Co., New York, N. Y. 

Also elected at the Convention were the following direc- 
tors of District Eleven: Frank D. Francis, The Empo- 
rium, San Francisco, California, for Northern California 

and Nevada; Henry H. Christensen, Citizens National 

Trust & Savings Bank, Los Angeles, California, for 
Southern California and Arizona; and Alternate Direc- 
tor, Geo. V. H. Brown, Buffum’s, Long Beach, Calif. 

Directors ratified at the Convention were: District 2— 
Stannard M. Butler, Schenectady Union Star, Schenec- 

tady, N. Y.; 
Power Co., Jackson, Mich.; District 6—Dean Ashby, 

M. L. Parker Co., Davenport, Ia.; District 9—Leroy 
Rosvall, The May Co., Denver, Colo.; District 10— 

J. A. H. Dodd, Portland Gas & Coke Co., Portland, 
Ore.; District 12—Frank P. Scott, Woodward & Loth- 

rop, Washington, D. C.; and District 13—Bernard D. 

Fuchs, Block & Kuhl Co., Peoria, IIl. 

1945 Convention 

Cleveland, Ohio, was selected as the next Convention 
meeting place in 1945, with the Hotel Statler as head- 
quarters. Dates of the meeting will be announced later. 

Prizes Awarded at the Convention 

The plaque for the delegation with the largest aggre- 

gate mileage was awarded to the Birmingham Associa- 
tion; delegates numbered 19 and total mileage 29,412. 
The award for outstanding membership activities was a 
$25.00 War Bond and the recipients were: F. H. Koch, 
Schuneman’s Inc., St. Paul, Minn.; and Mrs. T. L. Mc- 

Gill, Mutual Credit Rating Exchange, St. Paul, Minn. 
N. P. McDonald, Retail Credit Association of Myrtle 

Point, Ore., was also awarded a $25.00 War Bond for 

obtaining the greatest number of new members (52) dur- 
ing the fiscal year May 31, 1943 to April 30, 1944. Sec- 
ond prize, $15.00 in War Stamps, for obtaining the 
greatest number of new members (36) went to Horace 

Barnhart, Retail Merchants Association, Austin, Texas, 

and third prize, $10.00 in War Stamps, was awarded to 

Help Win the War—Buy Bonds Now 

Milwa ukee Conference Notes 

Distzict 5—Harry F. Reid, Consumers _ 

Harold A. Wallace Heads A.C.B. of A. 
Harold A. Wallace, General Manager and Secretary- 

Treasurer of the Credit Bureau of Will County, Inc., 

Joliet, Ill., was elected Secretary-Treasurer and Gen- 
eral Manager of the Asso- 

ciated Credit Bureaus of 

America, Inc., at the annual 

Convention in Milwaukee. 

Mr. Wallace is well quali- 
fied for the position in that 
he has been associated with 
credit bureau work for many 
years. He has been General 
Manager of the Credit Bu- 
reau of Will County for 16 
years, having been brought 

to Joliet in 1928 to reorganize the Merchants Association 

which was organized in 1923. Previous to that he was 

Secretary-Manager of the Bloomington Credit Men’s 

Association, Bloomington, Illinois. He was President 

of the Associated Credit Bureaus of America in 1939-40 

and also served as a member of its board of directors. 

During his 21 years of credit bureau work he has 
visited more than 200 credit bureaus throughout the 
United States and Canada. Under his direction, the 
bureaus at Joliet and Bloomington have become rec- 
ognized as model bureaus for cities of their size. 

A graduate of Wesleyan University at Bloomington, 
Illinois, he is a member of Phi Delta Phi, honorary 
legal fraternity, and Tau Kappa Epsilon, social fraternity. 
He is a past president of the Rotary Club of Joliet and 
was the first president and is now Secretary-Treasurer 
of the Associated Credit Bureaus of Illinois. 

Buckeridge Elected President 

A. B. Buckeridge, who is Executive Manager of the 

Credit Bureau of Greater New York—the largest Unit 
of the National—was elected President of the A.C.B. 

of A. Carson L. Bard, Secretary-Treasurer and Gen- 
eral Manager of Credit Rating Company of Louisville, 
Kentucky, was elected Vice-President. 

The following directors at large were elected: Frank 
T. Caldwell, General Manager, Retailers Credit Asso- 

ciation, San Francisco, California; J. C. Rayson, Man- 

ager, Retail Merchants Association, Tulsa, Oklahoma; 
and L. W. Mannon, Secretary-Manager, Associated 
Retail Credit Bureau, Lima, Ohio. 

T. L. Ford, The Credit Bureau, Inc., Pittsburgh, for 
a total of 32 new members. 

Committee Members Named 

Charles M. Reed, General Manager, The Retail 
Credit Men’s Association, Denver, Colorado, was ap- 

pointed Chairman of the Finance Committee, and serv- 

ing on this committee with him will be H. J. Burris, 
John Taylor Dry Goods Co., Kansas City, Mo., and 
E. E. Paddon, Lammert Furniture Co., St. Louis, Mo. 
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ITH THE CREDIT WORLD as sponsor 

Ww and two well-and-favorably-known home fur- 

nishings dealers as initial contestants, the “Take It and 

Like It” quiz credit program has gotten off to an aus- 

picious start in the columns of the aforesaid national 

monthly, with the reader-interest jackpot increasing 
rapidly and the Federal Reserve System on the side lines 

holding the stakes. 

Mr. Louis J. Breuner, President, John Breuner Com- 

pany of Oakland, and five prosperous branches strategi- 
cally located in Central California, breathed a literary 

blessing on the credit control directive in the February 
Crevir Wor p with his article entitled, “Regulation W 

In Perpetuity.” 
Mr. Richard Oblender, President, Oblender’s Home 

Furnishers, Lancaster, Pennsylvania, came forth in the 

April issue with a blast against the 23rd letter of the 
alphabet as applied in any manner or form to the control 

of our credit destiny. 
A Lively Debate 

Though wide apart in opinion and territory, both gen- 
tlemen are successful in their chosen fields of endeavor 
and held in high esteem throughout the furniture in- 
dustry. 

The success of any controversy in the press or over 
the air is the measure of degree it “catches on.” The 

more the participants . . . the greater the interest, so 
every sombrero tossed into the ring is stimulating or 
aggravating, depending, of course, on whom you are 

betting on. 

If I appear to be biased in my own opinion regarding 

the subject in debate, it is not because of personalities 

who may be for or against, but for the earnest convic- 
tions that I hold after discussing credit problems with 
many retailers, both in and out of the industry with 
which I am identified. 

I cannot agree with Mr. Oblender’s reasoning which 

leads to his conclusion that Regulation W is unnecessary. 

Now you know where I stand! 

For a furniture man, Mr. Oblender employs an in- 
teresting literary technique. His style is definitely aca- 
demic and he juggles statistics with the carefree abandon 

of the economist. Of course, the author has every right 

to express his opinion in his own words or with those 
of another. 

Mr. Oblender builds a progressive case, then dashes 
it on the rocks of inconsistency with the following state- 
ment: 

“The so-called ethical merchants, as Mr. Breuner 

puts it, like him and me, had better get our heads to- 

gether and see to it that merchandising in America is 
left to men in the cities and towns and hamlets of the 

country, and that Washington keeps completely out 
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of this picture except for the usual and acceptable 

matter of fair representation and fair practices ruled 
by the Federal Trade Commission and Department 

of Justice. I need Mr. Breuner’s help to keep 
Washington from competing directly with me in 
Lancaster, and from what I read about the future 

of California I have an idea he will be calling for 
help out there.” 

What created the necessity for the establishing of 
regulatory Government and State commissions such as 
the above mentioned and the Interstate Commerce Com- 

mission, Federal Reserve System, Maritime Commission, 
or other bodies created to govern the affairs of business 
and commerce? 

Wasn’t the necessity based on the fact that business 
and commerce were unwilling or perhaps tardy 
would be a more appropriate word . . . in cleaning their 

respective houses which, strange as it may seem, need an 
occasional application of soap water and mop? 

Many bills designed to clean up or improve conditions 
as they appear to exist are customarily introduced at our 

State Legislatures and in Congress by persons not iden- 
tified with the business or subject involved. These 
measures testify to the fact that businessmen, as a class, 
are notoriously careless about eradicating the evils that 

are bound to beset any business or industry. The ma- 

jority, obviously, do not approve offside trade practices. 
Transgressors may be relatively few, but the onus is 
placed on the whole, nevertheless. 

The righteous ones say, “There ought to be a law 

against it!” Nothing is done to clean house within and 

inevitably that law is introduced, usually by an outsider 

with a pet peeve that covers them all—the good with 

the offenders—and it’s, usually a measure that covers not 
only the particular offense, but encompasses unnecessary 

and undesirable features as well. 

A Particular Case 

Leave the establishing of a sound and equitable credit 

control policy to the Toms, Dicks, and Harrys of the 
cities, towns, and hamlets and you'll probably never have 
such a policy. If this has already been thoroughly accom- 
plished, I’d like to hear about it! 

I would like to cite a case in California’s history which 
I think well illustrates a point, to wit—the need for 
sound regulatory legislation. For many years, prior to 
1913, there was a growing agitation for the correction 
of abuses that existed with relation to the employment 
of women. Conditions with respect to female wage earn- 
ers were probably no better nor worse in California than 

in any other state. Along with better working conditions 

and adequate restroom facilities, a minimum wage of 
$16 per week was advocated. Industries employing large 
numbers of women protested vehemently; to institute 
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these reforms would be costly—ruinous in fact—and dis- 

courage manufacturers from coming to California. ‘The 

fight was long, hard, and bitter. Public opinion forced 

industry to clean house, which itself would not do. Leg- 

islation specifically governing the employment of women 

was enacted, a minimum wage was established, and Cali- 
fornia’s Industrial Welfare Commission came into being. 

Of course, the result was not ruin, but in its stead 

came greatly increased productivity, better quality, and 
last, but not least, an enhanced female purchasing power 
that ran into the millions, which greatly stimulated re- 

tail sales and of course, in time, came back into the 

manufacturers’ hands who had opposed the regulation. 
Would California business today vote to abolish the mini- 
mum wage for women? What do you think? 

In considering the future of Regulation W, we must 
ever keep in mind the wide difference between regulation 
and government competition with private business. The 
former is our perennial bed-fellow. Our lives, our busi- 
nesses, our jobs are regulated by Government, state, and 
municipality. Many of these regulations we caused to 
be enacted ourselves for the protection of business and 
security. Some we had forced upon us for the reasons 
previously stated. 

Practically all businessmen are unequivocably opposed. 
to government competition, and rightfully so. When 
Congress passes laws enabling the government to enter 
the same fields of business that we, the people, can operate 
more efficiently ourselves and which we have the right 
to conduct, we naturally protest to the heavens. Govern- 

ment regulation is one thing; government in business is 
quite another. 

Why Fear Control? 

Mr. Oblender’s statement that Regulation W_ has 
switched consumer purchasing from higher cost goods to 
the cheaper lines is certainly not true in the West. The 
switch has occurred because the cheaper and more quickly 

consumed articles are available to the purchasing public 

in greater quantity. Our Western dealers would wel- 

come high-priced quality merchandise and never worry 
about its sale on account of Regulation W, I assure you. 

Why are some so fearful of Regulation W being con- 
tinued in and after the postwar era? Most persons in 

intimate contact with the regulation, regardless of their 

opinion concerning its need in the future, wholeheartedly 

agree that the directive has to date, in a large measure, 
accomplished its objective. It has been capably admin- 
istered and remarkably free of political control. It has 
been frequently amended and simplified. The purchasing 

public has readily adjusted itself to the requirements. 

It is regrettable that the opponents of Regulation W 

do not recognize credit control as one of the economic 
factors that have a distinct bearing on the regulating 

d Stamps— Fifth War Loan, June 12 to July 8. 

of supply and demand which governs our commercial and 
industrial well-being. 

The war has, of necessity, created an unbalanced econ- 

omy on the home front. By way of illustration, the 
imaginary perpendicular line of demand has risen high 
above the corresponding line representing supply. An 
imaginary horizontal line drawn through the two and 
representing business normalcy would show the demand 
line high and the supply line low, badly out of balance. 

To bring these perpendicular lines to a near correspond- 
ing level will require artificial stimulation of the con- 

trolling factors governing the respective supply and de- 
mand lines. 

Postwar Adjustment Factors 

Among the factors calling for postwar adjustment are 
re-employment, utilization of increased manufacturing 

facilities occasioned by the war, the unleashing of pent-up 
purchasing power and its stimulation when it commences 
to wane, the maintenance of fair wages and flexible credit 

control which will fit into the picture in its proper place 
—more restricted when supply is low and demand is high 
and more liberal when supply is high and demand low. 

The ready sale of automobiles in the prewar period 
is convincing evidence that an extreme low or nothing- 
down payment is not a necessary adjunct to sales. Com- 

pared with other commodities, the automobile industry 
has consistently maintained a substantial down-payment 
and limited credit stretch. 

Some home furnishings dealers believe that the only 
way they can bid successfully for their share of the con- 
sumer dollar in competition with the automobile is to 

offer merchandise on an extremely low down-payment 
and an extra long period in which to pay for it. 

That belief is based upon a false premise. Credit has 
little to do with the situation; it’s a sales problem, pure 

and simple. We can never compete for an equal share 
of the automotive dollar until we create consumer desire 

for and pride of ownership of those things we sell that 

create and make the home what it is and should mean 

to every citizen, the keystone of our American way of 
life. 

And the credit-controlled consumer, what about him? 

A fair question! Most opinions to date regarding the 
regulation have been from the seller’s viewpoint. 

The consumer’s life—and that includes us all—is al- 
ready regulated from the cradle to the grave, and one 
more isn’t going to cramp his style, especially if the direc- 
tive is flexible and designed to assist him in maintaining 
a balanced budget. 

Lack of consumer credit control was a contributing 

factor in the last depression period despite opinions of 
statisticians, economists, theorists, etc. to the contrary. 

Common-sense, flexible credit control, capably admin- 
istered by a governmental system, alert to the economic 
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demands of changing periods, will prove, I believe, a 

blessing to Mr. Average Citizen, as well as to the mer- 
chants who sell to him. Think it over, Mr. Oblender! 

What Other Members Think 

Not in Favor of Regulation W 

The controversy about Regulation W, which has been 

occupying a prominent place in your publication, is so 
very interesting that I find it difficult to resist the im- 

pulse to express an opinion. 

The general interest in the subject is due to the fact 

that its solution will determine whether the forces of 

individual character and achievement have, or have not, 
been impaired by twentieth century habits. 

Mr. Louis Breuner in his article, “Regulation W in 
Perpetuity,” brings out the point that control of credit 
granting effected by the regulation has resulted bene- 
ficially to all concerned, and by that token deserves to 

be continued. 
The store and credit executives who handle it every 

day express the opinion that the results have been good. 
Most of them seem to find that the principal objection 
lies in the fact that the regulation comes from without, 
and not from within. “Taxation without representa- 

tion” might express the idea. 

This would seem to indicate that the regulation would 
be more generally accepted as a permanent thing if it 
did not come from the government. Those against Reg- 
ulation W, and who consider it unnecessary, are well 
represented in the article in the April Creprr Wor_p 

by Richard Oblender, in his work, “Regulation W Un- 
necessary.”” He considers that Regulation W is an 

invasion of private rights and is wrong in principle, 
and therefore has no claim to existence. He argues 
very ably that any merchant can adopt a credit policy 
similar to that imposed by the regulation and have 
the same result, without prejudice to the rights and 
ideas of other credit policies which may or may not be 
in competition with his credit policy. 

He points out that credit granting through the de- 

pression has come forth with a good record, which does 
not indicate that the credit privilege was abused. More 
than anything else, he decries the taking of the indi- 
vidualism of private enterprise out of the American 
way of life. He cries out that we do not need to be 
regulated. We have done it, and will continue to do 

it ourselves. 
To sink to the point where we can sit back and have 

the government make our profit for us by regulation, 
we will invite a senility that will eventually make us 
susceptible to the blandishments of the bureaucrat, and 
we shall soon be inviting the government to make our 
particular enterprise a government project. 

Syd J. Hughes, in his “Credit in the Age of Elec- 

tronics,” which appears in the April Crepir Wor .p, 
conceives that under such an arrangement, the resources 
of the government might be used to collect delinquent 
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accounts. He suggests the possibility of using the Army 

or the Navy for this purpose. 

The solution of the problem seems to lie somewhere 

between the two positions. To keep what is good in 

the regulation, without government control, might be a 

good starting point. However, it might be true that 

the problems which the regulation seeks to control now 

on a national basis, might conceivably be local problems 

in the postwar period. 

In that event, national legislation might be impractical 
and difficult to apply. Without being too dogmatic 
about it, and without claiming that my employer shares 
my views, I should like to raise my small voice to swell 

the volume of those that do not favor the regulation. 
—By an Office Manager of a Home Furnishings store 

located in a midwestern city. 

What Is the Ideal Plan of Credit Control? 

While the subject of Regulation W alone is not the 
only important credit problem for 1944, it is the one 

which seems to have drawn the most fire in the last 
two or three issues of The Crepir Wor p. 

It was very interesting to read the opinions of credit 
and store executives from all parts of the country in 

answer to the question, “What is the most important 
credit problem for 1944?” 

With all due respect to the various authors who favor 

discontinuance of Regulation W, now or after the war 

(and this includes authors and their constituents of the 

N.R.C.A. resolution of 1943), I believe there is more 

to the question than simply, “Should it be?” or “Should 
it not be?” continued, I might add that most likely 
those who are hollering the loudest for discontinuance 
probably include those who contributed most to the birth 
of Government credit control in the first place, by selling 
terms instead of commodities. 

I, too, am heartily in favor of private business con- 
trolling retail credit on an organized basis, but before 

debating so much about continuing or discontinuing 
Regulation W, would you mind asking the membership 

to help solve the following questions, which, by the way, 
should be solved before any consideration is given to 
abolishing Regulation W. 

Question No. 1: Do you think the merchants, the 
country over, can organize themselves into community 
credit control groups, and do as good a job as the 
Federal Reserve Board has done in administering Regula- 
tion W? 

Question No. 2: 

plan? 
If so, how and what is the ideal 

Until some practical and effective plan is developed, 
it is my opinion that to discontinue Regulation W, now 
or after Victory, would be like jumping off a bridge 
into deep water without knowing how to swim. 

Certainly we cannot consider credit policies in effect 
before the introduction of Regulation W as being ideal, 
because with but very few exceptions, community credit 
control groups lack either the ability or the courage to 

Buy War Bonds to Speed Victory. 
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enforce the sound credit policies they were trying to 
promote. 

Before sticking my neck out any further and subject- 

ing myself to criticism for not offering a plan of my 
own, I will admit I am at a loss to know how I could 
do a better job than the Federal Reserve Board. But 
perhaps those who advocate the abolition of Regulation 
W can supply the answer. If so, I hope to see their 
solutions published in an early issue of The Crepit 
Woripv.—D. C. Hoyt, Credit Manaaer, Winkelman’s, 

Port Huron, Mich. 

Charge Account Regulation “Yes”—AZInstallment 
“No” 

Regulation W has been a lifesaver in the collection 

of 30-day charge accounts. Collection percentages on 
charge accounts have shown a decided increase since 
Regulation W has been in effect. It is true that ad- 
hering to the regulation requires more work and collec- 
tion follow-up ; however, I think we are well compensated 
for this extra effort. I would like to see this same regula- 

tion on charge accounts kept in effect even after the war. 

The regulation on instalment selling should be modi- 
fied after the war. I am in favor of the $5.00 minimum 

monthly payments; however, I think it should be the 
merchant and credit granter’s alternative as to deposits 
and life of contracts and the regulation regarding this 
should be discontinued.—R. B. Todd, Credit Manager, 

Sears, Roebuck & Co., Shreveport, La. 

No Such Thing as “Unethical Competition” 

Regulation W, tike any other national regulation, is 
regimentation. In wartime, regimentation is necessary 

because it tends to keep the thoughts and actions of the 
citizenry all focused in one direction—winning the war. 
But after the war, in a democracy like America, indi- 
vidual problems are intended to be solved by individual 
initiative and ingenuity. The individual mind in peace- 
time America must be kept active, alert and progressive. 

Under a system of nationally controlled regimentation 
individuals and businesses soon lose their identity and 
become merely a number in the files of vast organiza- 

tional procedure. For the past many years, credit grant- 
ing has had all the safeguards necessary to insure a safe 
investment in charge accounts. Too many credit granters 
have not availed themselves of these safeguards. 

Credit bureaus throughout the nation can and do, in 
a few moments or at the most a few days, give to its 
subscribers all the information that a credit manager 
needs, on which to base his attitude toward the risk 

involved in granting credit to an applicant. These credit 
bureau reports are dependable and accurate but too 
many credit men prefer a “heart to heart” talk with the 
applicant. Credit granting does not require a psychia- 
trist, nor does it require regimentation. 

If a credit granter is of the opinion that an applicant 
deserves credit in spite of a negative credit bureau 

report, or if he prefers to form his opinion from a “heart 
to heart” talk against the warning of a credit bureau 
report, then this man is not a good credit manager. He 
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is a gambler and as such should not seek national 

regulations to save him from his gambling tendencies. 

Or, if he is the kind of credit granter who takes 

chances on a “poor risk’ because he is afraid the customer 

will buy from his competitor, this credit granter should 
not hold a job of such importance. 

A credit manager who is convinced that the merchan- 
dise sold by his firm and the service rendered by his 
firm are equal or better than his competitor’s could have 

no substantial reason for allowing that good service to 
be wasted, and that good merchandise to fall into un- 
worthy hands. 

There is no greater economy than consistent use of 
credit bureau information. One or two good references 
do not establish the true credit value. Without reports 

from the credit bureau, Regulation W now, or here- 
after, would offer no protection against heavy charge 
account losses. And remember this, there is no “un- 
ethical competition” any more than there are unfair 
maneuvers in warfare. 

If your competitor conducts his business in a mud 
hole at the foot of a hill, and you conduct your business 
on a clean mountaintop, you may be sure your customers 
will climb the mountain rather than wade in the mud. 
But, if you want all the customers, then that comes 
under another head.—Maurice Weinberger, Weinberger 
Gowns, Nashville, Tenn. 

Favors Government Regulation of Credit 

Regulation W is an emergency remedy administered to 
protect the economic welfare of one hundred and thirty 

million people in America. It is expected to be dis- 
continued when the emergency no longer exists, some- 
time after the end of the war. 

We have been warned that the community credit policy 

invites trouble because it is in conflict with our anti- 
trust laws. The community credit policy has worked 
with absolute success on a voluntary basis in but few 
cities in America; certainly not enough to prove that it 
is a practical way to solve the problem it was designed 
for. During the past 10 to 15 years, merchants in many 
cities have tried to organize and agree on a common 
credit policy, but without success. 

It has been pointed out that the Federal Trade Com- 
mission could be empowered to administer some form of 

retail credit regulation. Merchants of America would 
have to reach an agreement (by ballot) and request their 
own (modified) regulation. 

Would you be in favor of a modified regulation to 

include, for example, longer time limit on charge accounts 
before freezing; books to be closed three days before end 
of month to provide time to get out statements; smaller 
down payments and longer ‘time to pay instalment and 
contract accounts, the same rules to apply to all? 

Or, would you prefer to have absolutely no credit re- 
strictions and regulations; a return to free enterprise, 

each store locally and nation-wide making its own terms 
and credit policy, none of which can be copyrighted or 

(Turn to “Regulation W,” page 26.) 
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Collection Scoreboard 
April, 1944 

DEPARTMENT STORES 
\ 

“1944 figures not received at press time. 

WE ARE OFTEN ASKED how the average, 

high and low figures in the above table are 

calculated. These average, high and low per- 

centages in the majority of cases, are sent to 

us prepared by the Secretary of the Local Unit 

or Bureau Manager in the above indicated 
cities. Questionnaires are mailed by the 
Bureau Manager or Secretary and the informa- 
tion requested might be returned in dollars 
and cents or in percentage form. When 
received in dollars and cents form the total 

amount collected for stores in the same line of 
business is divided by the total amount of 
credit business outstanding during the month 

DEPARTMENT 
a 

eS &: 2 8.2 CBC Rk 8 FF - 2.2 

A 
STORES 

April, 1943 

WOMEN'S SPECIALTY MEN’S CLOTHING 

STORES STORES 

HI.- LO.| AV. HI 
, } 

for these same stores. This figure represents 
the average for all stores in that particular 

line of business and it is a simple matter to 
pick out the highest and lowest figures. 

When these data are reported in percentage 

form by the stores, the figures are arrayed in 
descending order of their magnitude and the 
middle figure in the array is considered the 
average. The highest and lowest figures in the 
array are then determined. In instances where 
the percentages are sent to our Research Divi- 
sion by the Bureau Manager or Secretary, to 

be arrayed, the same procedure is followed. 

Arthur H. Hert. 

THIRTY-SIX KEY CITIES CONTRIBUTE THESE FIGURES MONTHLY 
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MAP OF BUSINESS CONDITIONS 
The rate of business activity continues to hold up well, but 

in many communities the volume of trade and industry is 
not expanding as it has been for several years. Most indica- 
tions are that the peak of wartime industrial production has 
been reached and but little change in the general average is 
expected during the next few months. The outlook is for 
stability at a high level of activity as long as military re- 
quirements and governmental spending are large. 

Business in the Pacific Coast states and in the South has 
been expanding more rapidly than the national average. Most 
of this expansion has been due to the increases in shipbuild- 
ing, in aircraft manufacturing, and in the machinery indus- 
tries. Agricultural conditions in those sections of the country 
are also relatively favorable as the production of a wide 
variety of foods, including fruits, vegetables, and livestock, 
has kept farm income high. 

In the industrial section around the Great Lakes and in the 
East, business is holding up well in comparison with last year. 
Current reports indicate that in these regions the spread be- 
tween the two years is narrowing a little more rapidly than 
in other parts of the country. The rate of production there 
was very high and near to capacity a year ago. An example 
of this narrowing spread is the steel industry in which output 
has increased only a little over 3 per cent during the past 
twelve months. 

Another area of exceptionally good business is the Middle 
West, especially in the northern part. War plants and mili- 
tary camps in this region are responsible for some of the 
increase, but the major part of it has been due to greater 
farm income. Prices have been holding up well and farmers 
have had large quantities of crops and livestock products to 
market. 

Regions in which business is lagging behind the national 
average are those in which the consumer goods industries 
have been dislocated by the conversion to war production 
and in which the cancellation of war contracts has reduced 
operations. The most significant of these areas is New Eng- 
land where business is but little better than it was a year 
ago. 

In Canada the volume of trade and industry has been fol- 
lowing about the same trends as in the United States. 

SN 
SY Manr 

Up 15 to 25% 
H2Up 8 to 14% 
EF Up 0 to 7 % 

National Average Up 13 % 

Membership Prizes 
For the period ending May 10, 1945, the N.R.C.A. 

offers the following prizes to be awarded at the next 
annual Convention. 

War Bonds 
A $25.00 War Bond to each of the following winners: 

1. To the local chairman in a city of under 50,000 
population reporting the greatest number of new mem- 
bers. 

2. To the local chairman in a city of 50,000 to 100,000 
reporting the greatest number of new members. 

3. To the local chairman in a city of 100,000 to 
500,000 reporting the greatest number of new members. 

4. To the local chairman in a city of over 500,000 
reporting the greatest number of new members. 

In addition, there will be a $25.00 War Bond 
awarded to the State Chairman reporting the greatest 
number of new members. 

Individual Prizes 

A Parker “51” Pen will be awarded to the bureau 
manager with the most outstanding membership show- 
ing; and the same will be awarded to the credit executive 
with the most outstanding membership showing. 

Gavels 

Three gavels will be awarded as follows: 

1. To the oldest Association making largest percent- 
age gain in new members during the period ending 
May 10, 1945. 

2. To the largest Association organized in the United 
States during the period ending May 10, 1945. 

3. To the largest Association organized in Canada 
during the period ending May 10, 1945. 

SSW 

WN . Sos SSO 

~ ‘Orieans . 
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Dick Laethem to Operate Own Business 

R. H. Laethem, General Credit Manager of Borden’s 
Farm Products of Michigan, Detroit, has purchased and 

will operate the Farm Implement and Hardware Busi- 

ness in Fairgrove, Michigan. It will be known as Dick 
Laethem’s Farm Service. Mr. Laethem, who is Presi- 

dent of District Five of the N.R.C.A., was with 

Borden’s for twenty-five years, having served as sales- 
man, branch manager, and for the last fourteen years as 
General Credit Manager. He is succeeded at Borden’s 
by Harry W. McMillan. 

Los Angeles Professional Division 

The Credit Division of the First District Dental 
Society, Los Angeles, was reinstituted as the Profes- 
sional Division of the Retail Merchants Credit Associa- 
tion, effective May 1. In accord with the provisions 

of an agreement made between the Directors of the 
Society and the Management of the Association, the 
R.M.C.A. took over the direction of the Dental Credit 
Division, marking another milestone in the progress of 
the Dental Society in Los Angeles. Plans for the 
Professional Division contemplate an expansion of the 

present service and an educational program that will 
meet the urgent postwar needs of doctors. Annual dues 
are nominal and the unit is considered a_ protective 

investment. 

Mr. & Mrs. Head Credit Association 
When the Oklahoma City Retail Credit Association, 

Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, held their regular meeting 
on May 18, they elected Mr. and Mrs. Scott Downey 
as their President and Secretary. Scott Downey, the 
new President, is Credit Manager for Harbour-Long- 
mire Company, and his wife is Credit Manager of 

Rothschild’s B. & M. Clothing Co. Other new officers 

are: Vice-President, Miss Josephine Purdin, Lain-East- 
land-Lamb Clinic; and Treasurer, H. E. Pickett, Morris 

Plan Co. Directors: J. J. Boxberger, Oklahoma City 
Retailers Association; Leon Utter, Kerr D. G. Co.; 

and Miss Mildred Chastain, Jenkins Music Co. 

Gor Sale— 
Active Credit Bureau in North Central state, with 

long established Collection Department. City of 135,000 

and trade area population of approximately 500,000. 
Give references with reply. Address Box 462, Crepit 
Wor_p. 

Crepir MANAGER: Supervisor of chain jewelry 
stores. Expert on N.C.R. machine. Thorough knowl- 

edge of Regulation W, Soldiers’ and Sailors’ Civil Re- 
lief Act and chain store reports. Familiar with many 
credit systems. Will handle one or more stores. 
Address Box 461, Crepir Wor tp. 
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Dr. N. A. Brisco 
Dr. Norris A. Brisco, dean of the New York Uni- 

versity School of Retailing for almost a quarter century, 

and one of the country’s most prominent retail educa- 

tors throughout that period, died May 9 after a brief 

illness. He is survived by his widow, one son, and two 

daughters. 

Dr. Brisco was the author or co-author of 16 books 
on retail merchandising, credit management and similar 
subjects. Notable among these was Retail Credit Pro- 

cedure successfully used as the textbook for a retail 
credit course sponsored by this Association about twelve 
years ago. 

Mrs. W. T. Snider 
Mrs. W. T. Snider, wife of W. T. Snider, Credit 

Manager of Scruggs, Vandervoort & Barney, St. Louis, 
and a past president of the National Association, died 
suddenly at her home in Webster Groves, May 13. 
She had been in ill health for a number of years. 

Bank Credit Men to Meet in Chicago 

The Robert. Morris Associates, a national association 

of bank credit men, will hold their fall conference at 
the Edgewater Beach Hotel in Chicago on October 

22, 23, and 24. The Chapter’s Executive Committee is 

preparing a program based on important current subjects. 

Legislative Committee 

The following will comprise the Legislative Commit- 

tee for the ensuing year: Joseph A. White, Harris 
Stores Co., Pittsburgh, Chairman; Frank P. Scott, 
Woodward & Lothrop, Washington, D. C.; L. W. 

Hilbert, Stewart & Co., Baltimore, Md.; Abe Coonin, 
Wm. Hahn & Co., Washington, D. C.; and J. F. 

Eichelberger, The Hub, Baltimore, Md. 
‘ 

Worsdell in New Post 

Alfred J. Worsdell, Jr., who has been Executive Man- 

ager of the New York State Council of Retail Mer- 
chants, Albany, since 1942, has been appointed Deputy 
Commissioner of the New York State Department of 
Commerce. Previous to joining the Retail Merchants 
Mr. Worsdell was Assistant to A. B. Buckeridge, Execu- 

tive Manager of The Credit Bureau of Greater New 
York and was Manager of the Retail Credit Men’s 
Adjustment Bureau, a subsidiary corporation of the 
Credit Bureau of Greater New York. Between 1933 
and 1939 he organized the successful operation of the 
debt-pooling plan and was active in the affairs of both 
the Credit Association of New York City and the Na- 
tional as well. We congratulate Mr. Worsdell and 
wish him every success in this new position. 

Keep America Strong—Buy War Bonds 



A Promise to Pay Is'a Promise to Pay 

Of extreme interest was the following clipping con- 
cerning a ruling of a Superior Judge in the case of a 
debtor requesting a note be outlawed: 

A promise to the Lord, Superior Judge Fred Witt rules, 
is stronger than the statute of limitations. A debtor asked 
that a 1931 note be outlawed. Judge Witt denied the request 
after he read, in a 1939 letter from debtor to creditor: I 
promised the Lord some time back with his help to at least 
pay the principal. 

The clipping was dated November 23, 1943 from 
Spokane, Washington, and we inquired of the Credit 

Bureau of that city as to the details of the case. The 

information we received in letter dated February 1, 
1944 is this: 
The case in question concerned D. H. Lynds who 

sued Guy Denney, C. C. Denney, and C. R. Denney 
to collect a note for about $2,000.00, dated April 5, 
1931. This note was originally given to assist in the 
operations of a farm. The case was tried in Superior 
Court, Spokane, County of Washington, November, 

1943, in the court of Judge Fred H. Witt. 
The attorney for the Plaintiff based his case on sev- 

eral more or less personal letters written by the De- 

fendants during a period of several years. The De- 
fendants’ attorney, however, contended that the Statute 
of Limitations was involved, and filed a demurrer. 

The Judge overruled the demurrer, stating a letter 
written in 1939 constituted a promise to pay. The 

letter in question written April 16, 1939 read in part 
as follows: 

I promised the Lord some years back, with His help, I 
would pay the principal to you folks. He has been helping 
us, we are only His stewarts, but he has blessed our out- 
goings and incomings, and I truly believe that in the not 
too distant future we can have something more than promises 
for you. 

The Judge further stated that certainly a promise 
to the Lord is a solemn promise and surely expresses 
the intention of the party writing the letter. This 
letter created a new obligation and a promise to pay. 
Demurrer was overruled. 

Districts Five and Thirteen at Milwaukee 
These officers and directors of District Five were 

elected at the annual meeting held in Milwaukee at 
the same time as the Convention: President, Clyde C. 

Kortz, The Higbee Co., Cleveland, Ohio; Vice-Presi- 
dent, Harold J. Crouch, Kaufman-Straus Co., Louis- 
ville, Ky.; and Secretary and Treasurer, Walter E. 

Lawrence, Bill Wood Auto Service, Battle Creek, Mich. 
Directors: Martin H. DeWitt, Herpolsheimer Co., 
Grand Rapids, Mich.; Lawrence V. Hunt, Barker- 

Fowler Co., Lansing, Mich.; Otto L. Pfau, Strouss- 
Hirshberg Co., Youngstown, Ohio; Floyd J. Redding, 
Kay’s Jewelers, Lima, Ohio; Ernest Overstreet, Ewing- 
Von Allman Dairy Co., Louisville, Ky.; C. Glenn 
Evans, The Halle Bros., Cleveland, Ohio; and Elizabeth 

Brandon, Brandon Doctors, Lorain, Ohio. Harry F. 

Reid, Consumers Power Co., Jackson, Mich., is National 

Director and Roy H. Gale, H. & S. Pogue Co., Cin- 

cinnati, is Alternate National Director. 

Oscar Spletter, Niss Furniture, Milwaukee, was 
elected President of District Thirteen at their meeting 
also held in Milwaukee at the Convention. Other 

Buy War Bonds That You May Live Free 

James M. Malloy 
JAMES M. MALLOY, Credit Manager of Abra- 

ham & Straus, Brooklyn, New York, observed his 
twenty-fifth anniversary with that firm on April 22. 

He was presented with a gold 

watch from Walter Rothschild, 
President of the Company, on 
this occasion, which also 

marked a quarter century of 
service in the credit office. 

After serving two years in 
World War I, Mr. Malloy 
became a member of the Abra- 
ham & Straus credit office on 
April 22, 1919. In October, 
1928, he attained his present 

position of Credit Manager. 
Mr. Malloy is a past president of the Associated Re- 

tail Credit Men of New York City, Inc., and at present 
is a member of both the board of directors and finance 
committee of that organization. He has been a loyal 

and active member of the National Retail Credit Asso- 
ciation for 21 years and during that time has championed 
the cause of sound retail credit granting. 

Mr. Malloy’s latest assignment in the New York 
Association is the Chairmanship of the Post-War Plan- 
ning Committee. He was General Chairman of the [3 
State Tri-District Credit Managers Post-War Credit 
-Planning Conference held at the Hotel New Yorker in 
February, which attracted a record-breaking attendance 
of 350 delegates. 

Besides the dinner held in his honor by the executives 
of Abraham & Straus, Mr. Malloy was also tendered 

a surprise party by the employees of the credit and col- 
lection department. 

While Mr. Malloy is most noted for his ability to 
preside over Open Forum discussions, he is recognized 

as an outstanding speaker on credit and collection topics. 

He spends his vacations at his summer cottage on 

Blue Point, L. I., and is a devotee of fishing, golfing 
and bowling. His main hobby is his family, and he is 
very proud of his two sons in the service, the elder a 
veteran of Guadalcanal. 

officers and directors elected were: Vice-President, A. 
B. Hunter, Rudolph Wurlitzer Co., Chicago; and 
Secretary-Treasurer, Mrs. Harriet Jewell, Robertson 

Bros., South Bend, Ind. Directors: Harold Scherer, 
Monroe Clinic, Monroe, Wis.; Mrs. Edna Sherman, 
Credit Bureau of Decatur, Decatur, IIll.; Clarence 

Berner, Wisconsin Electric Power Co., Milwaukee; 

F. L. Moore, Wieboldt Co., Chicago, Ill.; and Lewis 

Skinner, Roberts Co., Indianapolis, Ind. Bernard 
Fuchs, Block & Kuhl Co., Peoria, IIll., was reelected 
National Director and William Springer, Russek’s, 

Chicago, was made Alternate National Director. 
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Ralph R. Huesman, 54, who was President and 

General Manager of Desmond’s, Los Angeles, Cali- 

fornia, died suddenly of a heart attack on May 3, while 

he was visiting in New York City. Burial was held 
May 7 at Los Angeles. He is survived by his widow 
and one daughter, also two brothers and a sister. 

Credit School at Battle Creek, Mich. 

The first class of a Credit School on better letter- 

writing got under way on April 25, sponsored by the 
Retail Credit Managers group of Battle Creek, Mich. 
The course is based on the N.R.C.A. textbook Stream- 
lined Letters by Capt. Waldo J. Marra. The follow- 
ing have been selected as teachers for the course which 
has a large enrollment: Louis McDowell, Consumers 

Power Co.; Keene Wolfe, Michigan National Bank; 

Walter Lawrence, Bill Woods Auto Service; Hazel 

Briggs, Denooyer Bros.; and Lillian Croninger, Collec- 

tion Service Bureau. 

Tacoma Credit Women’s “Bosses Breakfast” 

Coming District Meetings 
Districts Three and Four (Florida, Georgia, North 

Carolina, South Carolina, Alabama, Louisiana, Missis- 

sippi, and Tennessee)—Southern Conference—will be 

held in Nashville, Tennessee, on August 14, 15 and 16. 

District Eight (Texas) will meet June 18, 19, and 20, 

1944, at the Adolphus Hotel, Dallas. This is the second 

War Credit Conference of the Retail Merchants Associa- 

tion of Texas in joint meeting with the Associated Re- 

tail Credit Men of Texas; Texas Retail Credit Bureaus, 
Inc. ; Southwest Petroleum Credit Group; and Lone Star 
Council of Credit Women. 

Griffith Credit Manager of Joske’s 

Otho Griffith, who has been Credit Manager at Maas 

Bros., Tampa, Florida, has been named Credit Manager 

for Joske Brothers, San Antonio, Texas. He replaces 

W. L. Brian who is now serving in the United States 
Navy. 

30th Anniversary of St. Peters- 

The Tacoma Credit Women’s Breakfast Club, Tacoma, Washington, 
recently held their annual “Bosses” Breakfast” at which time the club announced 
they had completed organization work for the Payroll Savings Plan. The 
technique of this plan is to interest groups and organizations ‘by inviting many 

of their members to become Treasury representatives, and their first contact is 
to see that the Payroll Savings Plan is installed in their own particular firms 

where they are employed. In addition to their own firms, each representative 
contacts one other firm. The picture below was taken at the Breakfast, and 

shows left to right, Miss Pearl Cronauder, Tacoma Breakfast Club War 

Activities Chairman; Karl M. Richards, Executive Manager, State of Washing- 
ton War Finance Committee, U. S. Treasury, principal speaker; Miss Signe 
Sutherland, President, Tacoma Credit Women’s Breakfast Club; Val Fawcett, 
Acting Mayor of Tacoma; and Reno Odlin, Washington State Chairman, War 
Finance Committee, U. S. Treasury. 
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burg Credit Bureau 

Frank B. Duryea, owner of the 

Credit Bureau of St. Petersburg, St. 

Petersburg, Florida, celebrated the 

Credit Bureau’s thirtieth anniversary 

on May 1. 

It was recalled that there were 100 

business firms and professional men 

listed in the original record book of the 

Credit Bureau. They represented a 

fair cross section of the affairs of the 
city at that time. Of the original 100 

firms on the Credit Bureau records, 

there are only two business and profes- 

sional firms remaining that have gone 

through the years under the same own- 

ership and management. 

The Credit Bureau was founded by 
Mr. Duryea two years after he arrived 
in St. Petersburg from Iowa. He had 
been connected with a Sioux City news- 

paper before going to work on The 
Independent, St. Petersburg newspaper, 

as head of the circulation department. 
The need for a credit agency prompted 
him to found the bureau in 1914. To- 
day there are more than 100,000 names 
listed in the files of the bureau, bring- 

ing the credit records of almost every- 
one in town up to date. 

Put Victory First—Buy More War Bonds 
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San Francisco, California 
President, Clyde H. Mann, Union Oil Co.; Vice- 

President, Urban Morf, O’Connor Moffatt & Co.; 

Treasurer, W. V. Howe, Sommer & Kaufmann; and 
Secretary, C. W. Doran, Retailers Credit Association. 
Directors: Frank T. Ashwin, Lachman Bros.; Frank 
Batty, Hale Bros. Stores, Inc.; Wm. F. Bradley, S. & G. 
Gump Co.; Robert H. Clifton, Chas. Brown & Sons ; Sol 
Fibish, Livingston Bros.; Frank D. Francis, The Em- 

porium; O. W. Frieberg, American Trust Co.; Marius 
P. Neper, White House; and S. A. Schneider, Krout & 
Schneider. E. J. Dollard, O’Connor Moffatt & Co., is 

Honorary President. 

Austin, Texas 
Officers and directors of the Associated Retail Credit 

Men of Austin, elected at their annual meeting in 
February, are: President, Julius Schutze, Jr., Austin 
Laundry & Dry Cleaning Co.; First Vice-President, G. 
L. Anderson, Capitol Chevrolet Co.; Second Vice-Presi- 
dent, Pete Alsup, Frank Knight Tire Co.; Treasurer, 

Mrs. Lois Huey, The Motor and Industrial Loan Co.; 
and Secretary-Manager, Horace C. Barnhart, Retail 
Merchants Association. Directors: Harold Leveen, 

Reynolds-Penland Co.; Miss Annie Mae Gissell, Good- 
friends; Miss Athleen Frazier, H. M. Oetting Furn. 
Co.; Herman Becker, The Texas Industrial Loan Co. ; 

George Ludman, Karotkin Furn. Co.; and Carl Edward 

Bock, Calcasieu Lumber Co. 

Beloit, Wisconsin ; 
The Beloit Retail Credit Association held election 

of officers recently. Those elected were: President, 

Donald Tuck, Reitler’s Clothing; Vice-President, Homer 
Wright, Wright & Wagner Dairy; Secretary, Avis 

Fjelstad, Associated Credits; and Treasurer, A. F. 

Reesman, McNeany’s Dept. Store. 

Kansas City, Missouri 
Newly elected officers and directors of the Retail 

Credit Association of Kansas City, Missouri, are: 

President, E. C. Hogueland, Harzfeld’s; First Vice- 

President, R. O. Casemore, Missouri Valley Finance 

Corp.; Second Vice-President, Thomas W. Hutchason, 
Commerce Trust Co.; and Secretary-Treasurer, A. L. 
Dye, Merchants Association, Credit Bureau. Directors: 

H. C. Adams, Emery, Bird, Thayer Dry Goods Co. ; 
Porter Hall, The Jones Store Co.; Vi Scott, Roths- 
child’s & Sons; Gale Rusk, Jenkins Music Co.; Effie 
Finnell, Fred Wolferman, Inc.; M. F. Chambers, 

Chambers Men’s Furnishings; Dorothy Foster, Duff & 
Repp Furniture Co.; and Neva Rae, Monkey Cleaners. 

Letters Booklet Available Soon 
The third volume of Successful Credit Department 

Letters will be available within the next few months. 
This booklet, like the two previous ones, is composed of 
letters taken from the Credit Department Letters page. 

To be sure of receiving a copy send your order now. 

Price to members $1.00, nonmembers $1.50. 

Buy War Bonds—the Triple Dividend Investment. 

Clg BAROMETER 
OF RETAIL 

BUSINESS 
Sales and Collection Trends 

Compiled by Research Division, National 

Retail Credit Association 

ARTHUR H. HERT, Research I ectc 

April, 1944 vs. April, 1943 
(Fe oni oon INCREASED 1.1 per cent dur- 

ing April; total sales increased 5.1 per cent; and 
credit sales decreased 2.4 per cent in the 33 cities 

reporting in the United States and Canada, as compared 

with April, 1943. Credit sales again went into a de- 
cline after having shown an increase in March over the 
same month a year ago. Total sales continue to in- 

crease. 

Highlights of the monthly analysis are shown in the 

tables below: 

A ly SR A a 

Highlights for April 
33 Cities reporting. 

10,080 Retail stores represented. 

COLLECTIONS 

15 Cities reported increases. 

1.1% Was the average increase for all cities. 

17.0% Was the greatest increase (Whittier, Calif.). 

4 Cities reported no change. 

14 Cities reported a decrease. 
9.7% Was the greatest decrease (Youngstown, 

Ohio). 

CREDIT SALES 

27 Cities reported decreases. 

2.49%, Was the average decrease for all cities. 

14.0% Was the greatest decrease (Muncie, Ind.). 

1 City reported no change (Ada, Okla.). 

5 Cities reported increases. 

10.0% Was the greatest increase (Whittier, 
Calif.). 

TOTAL SALES 

25 Cities reported increases. 

5.1% Was the average increase for all cities. 

20.0% Was the greatest increase (Whittier, Calif., 
and Muncie, Ind.). 

2 Cities reported no change. 

6 Cities reported decreases. 

8.6% Was the greatest decrease (Youngstown, 
Ohio). 
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* Regulation W... 

patented, bearing in mind that whatever terms you make, 

your competitors can always go you one better, to the 

extreme of “nothing down” and take as long as you want 
to pay? 

Regulation W is the only credit policy that has actually 
worked with any considerable success. No matter how 

bitter some may feel toward our Federal administration, 
should we not think seriously about sensible business con- 
duct, to be very sure we are fully willing to return to 

the credit era wherein it was a case of “survival of the 
fittest”’ resulting from a competitive public brawl between 
stores and credit departments of stores?—John W. Stiers, 

Houston Trunk Factory, Houston, Texas. 

A Banker’s View 

Mr. Richard Oblender answered with sound logic and 

valid reasoning the alarms expressed by Mr. Breuner 
over the restoration of private business to private business. 

Mr. Breuner’s contention that banks have some ques- 
tionable right in the business of extending credit is incom- 
prehensible. Is a banker supposed to sell merchandise 
and a businessman to extend credit, or vice versa, or 

both? Does Mr. Breuner contend that a businessman 
cannot sell his merchandise profitably without the inclu- 

sion of income from credit extensions? 

Does he advocate that the government regulate the 
banks out of the credit business and at the same time 
regulate the affairs of his own business and that of his 
competitors in such a manner as to guarantee, without 
effort or initiative on his part, what he considers a fair 
profit for himself? 

It would seem that Mr. Breuner has subconscious 
thoughts about Federal subsidizing of a businessman’s 
pension before the businessman retires—Syd J. Hughes, 
Vice-President, The Morris Plan Industrial Bank of 
New York, New York City. 

From the Canadian Viewpoint 

I was greatly interested in the article “Regulation W 
in Perpetuity” by Louis J. Breuner in the February 
Crepir Wor vp. 

Our government credit regulations correspond some- 

what to your Regulation W, and those of us in the in- 
stalment finance business, especially national companies, 
will not be at all displeased if these regulations continue 
after the war is ended. 

After all, the down payments and terms set out by 
these regulations are more or less those down payments 
and terms which the national finance companies were 
trying to educate their dealers to use for years before 
the outbreak of war, especially on appliance sales. 

Since the regulations came into effect, our percentage 
of delinquent accounts has. been considerably reduced 
and repossessions are more or less a thing of the past. 
The dealers, even those who were the worst offenders 

so far as short down payments and long terms were con- 
cerned, are pretty well unanimous in agreeing that these 
regulations have helped them in doing a much cleaner 
business. They hope that if the Government withdraws 
the restrictions after the war, dealers, generally, will 
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continue to do business along the same lines as they 

were obliged to do in wartime. 
Unfortunately, however, we feel that while the major- 

ity of the dealers wish to carry on in this manner, 
there will always be a few wild traders who will, 
immediately we get into normal production, go merrily 

on the path they trod before, with the result that all of 
the fine educational work that has been done during the 
war will be wasted—dA. R. Maze, Branch Manager, 
Canadian Acceptance Corporation Limited, Edmonton, 
Alberta, Canada. 

Postwar Planning for Normalcy 

There would appear to be a number of fallacies which 
have been and are being accepted by the majority as 
axioms. In the public interest we will now try to 

explode a few of these. 

First, it seems to be pretty generally accepted that 

the policies to be adopted for the postwar period, 
whether in retail credit granting, retail merchandising, 
or manufacturing, must be dependent on postwar condi- 
tions about which there are a number of very divergent 
opinions.* Surely if our Governments do their jobs 

properly, which is improbable, the manufacturers do 

theirs, which is quite likely, the retail merchants do 

theirs, which is reasonably probable, and the retail credit 
granters do theirs, which is almost a certainty, the policies 
adopted should control the conditions that shall prevail, 
not vice versa. 

Second, in all discussions about the postwar period 

and plans it seems to have been taken for granted that 
all we have to deal with is a matter of two or three, or 
maybe five years, after which some other new period 
will come into being. Surely the postwar period is the 
period after the war, not a little bit of it, and if our 

planning is done thoroughly and adequately we should 

cover a great deal longer stretch of time than has 

apparently been visualized up to now. Sound policies, 
strictly adhered to and faithfully carried out, should be 
good for as many years as the average human being can 
see into the future. 

Third, in speaking of postwar conditions many people 

visualize a boom, others a depression. The surest way of 
planning for a depression is to provide.for a boom first 
of all. Why with proper standards and sane policies 

should we have either—why not plan and work for some- 
thing that we have hardly ever had before; namely, 
normal conditions? It may not be possible to achieve 
these all at once, but we should at least all be aiming 
in that direction and just as a doctor keeps his finger 
on the pulse of a patient while he regulates the doses 
administered of either stimulants or sedatives, so should 

we be able to check the upswing toward a boom or the 
downswing toward a depression if we keep our fingers 
on the pulse of business and regulate the doses to be 
applied accordingly. 

Fourth, ever since retail credit became as prevalent 
as it is today there seems to have been a tendency, when- 
ever times are good and cash is plentiful, to let down 

the bars of retail credit and do a tremendous additional 

For Better Living Tomorrow—Buy War Bonds Today. 
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“Resolutions” 
(Beginning on page 14) 

WHEREAS, We deem that this measure is a proper 

one and is needed to protect the retail credit granters 

of our nation; 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, By the mem- 
bers of the National Retail Credit Association in its 
annual meeting assembled, representing over 15,000 of 
the retail credit granters of the nation, that we urge upon 
the members of the United States Senate that they enact 
into law this much-needed and beneficial legislation, and 

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED, That a copy of 

this resolution be given to the public press, a copy 
published in The Crepir Wortp and a copy thereof 
be mailed each of the United States Senators. 

553:55555555252522553253! 35253532352355321253523523043) 

4 THANKS TO HARRIS STORES 

WHEREAS, the Harris Stores Company, Pittsburgh, 

Pennsylvania, has at all times displayed great generosity 
in granting our President, Joseph A. White, the neces- 
sary leave of absence in order to perform his duties 

as an Officer of this Association; and 

WHEREAS, without this generosity much of the 

splendid work performed by President White during 

the past year could not have been accomplished 

THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED, That this 
Association is deeply grateful to the management of the 
Harris Stores Company, and that a copy of this resolu- 
tion be forwarded to the management of that Company. 

= 

business on credit lines; and when times are not so good 

and cash is not so plentiful to draw in our horns and 

restrict credit by higher cash payments and shorter terms. 
Surely this is a complete reversal of what should happen. 

Credit is the complement of cash and when there is 

plenty of cash and plenty of cash business there is no 

real necessity for such a large volume of credit business, 
and cash payments might wisely be kept up and terms 
shortened. 

When, however, we reach a period when cash is not 
so plentiful, then is the time when the consumer needs 

credit. At the same time the retailer needs business 
that is within reasonable limits to good credit risks. 

Cash payments could then be lowered and terms length- 
ened. 

There are many countries where there are periods of 
incessant rain followed by drought. In those circum- 
stances, during the rainy season do people drink and use 
up all the water they can? Hardly; rather do they 
conserve what they do not actually need at the time to 
take care of the period of drought, so that there will be 

an adequate water supply throughout all seasons. 
A similar policy with regard to retail credit would 

not only save us from the droughts or depressions, but 
would do away with all excessive upswings and down- 
swings and allow us to carry on on an even keel, season 
by season, and year by year, and in fact to enjoy normal 
times at last—C. R. M. Gale, Credit Manager, David 

Spencer, Ltd., Vancouver, B. C., Canada. 

For Victory—Buy War Bonds. 
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Department Store 

PROCEEDINGS 
®@ Complete report of the Depart- 

ment Store Group meetings at the 
Milwaukee Postwar Credit Planning 

Conference. 

@ This year’s Conference was one 
of the largest in the history of the 
National. Important credit execu- 

tives from all over the country took 
part in the most comprehensive dis- 
cussion of postwar credit plans and 
problems ever held. 

®@ Included in this valuable report 
will be all the addresses given at the 
three meetings, as well as the open 

forum discussions of such important 

subjects as simplified, nondescriptive 

and cycle billing, the future of Reg- 

ulation W, etc. 

The price is only 

$2.50 to Members—$3.00 to 

nonmembers 

Edition Limited 

Be sure of a copy, please order NOW! 

NATIONAL RETAIL 
CREDIT ASSOCIATION 
Shell Building of St. Louis 3, Mo. 
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No Middle Ground for Business 
By L.9. Winchell 

FTER MUCH DELIBERATION, it seemed to 
yA, me that I would better serve this occasion and 

the members of this organization if I concentrated on a 
current fundamental issue which I believe could obstruct, 
if not preclude, the future progress and prosperity of this 
country. 

This, then, is the issue as I see it—whether this country 
is to continue on under a form of Government in which 
the sovereign power will remain actually and positively 
in the hands of its people collectively and we are to pre- 
serve the ideals of democracy—or whether we are going 

to sit by apathetically and surrender Canada to a regi- 
mentation which—if we are to judge by the declarations 
of policy that have been voiced by those who are known 

as the socialist leaders—is equivalent to the very kind 
of totalitarianism our boys are fighting now in other 
parts of the world. 

Or, to put it another way—whether we, as a nation, 
are going to take the front-ranking place in the postwar 
world that we have proved ourselves capable of taking 
and are, therefore, entitled to take—or whether we are 
going to allow this great country to be scuttled by irre- 
sponsible agitation, taking down with it our traditions 
and fine record of the past—the potentialities of our 

abundant resources—the security of our banks and in- 
surance companies—the bulwark of our business insti- 

tutions and agricultural pursuits—and—of greatest im- 

portance—the personal freedom that Canadian citizen- 

ship has always guaranteed. 

If we are to judge further by the declarations that I 
have referred to, there is no middle ground—no com- 

promise possible—even if it were desirable—so, therefore, 
it seems to me obvious that the one way leads to a 
greater future—through evolution—the other condemns 
Canada-to retrogression and holds the deadly threat of 
revolution. 

The outcome rests with us—individually. We must 
raise Our concepts to the magnitude and importance of 
the duties that devolve upon each and every one of us, 

and act positively and constantly on these concepts—if 

we are to retain inviolate those democratic privileges and 
rights which we have come to take all too much for 
granted. 

L. F. WINCHELL is the retiring President of 
the Toronto Board of Trade and Vice-President 

and General Manager, Hinde & Dauch Paper 

Company of Canada, Ltd., Toronto. This is an 
address delivered at the annual meeting of the 
Toronto Board of Trade. 
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We must never allow the state to become the absolute 
master—and a few within the state to become absolute 
dictators, demanding blind discipline. 

Democracy might be—as some of the reactionaries say 
—a hackneyed word. Nevertheless, it is still the best 

word, and it is still worth fighting for—but we will 
have to do much more than wishful thinking to pre- 
serve it. 

If we continue to show signs of indifference or any 
weakness, it will only encourage those—who would con- 

demn all Canadian institutions to collectivism or socialism 
—to broaden their insidious propaganda—to destroy 
morale and individualism—and sap the very spirit and 
energy of our people. 

Now, of course, in a democracy, every man has a right 
to his own opinion, but it is clearly imperative that our 
duty is to establish in the minds of all of our people that 
which is the proved truth—that the best source of prog- 

ress is freedom of enterprise—that freedom of enterprise 

is the backbone of liberty and is not just a passing phase 
of life—that where freedom of enterprise has been 
strangled by collectivist laws or governmental regulations, 
freedom of mind and body have died also—and that 
where freedom of enterprise has flourished, opportunity, 
progress and a broadening life for all have been the result. 

Every Canadian should appreciate truly that it was 
freedom of enterprise that developed this great country— 
changed her virgin lands into cultivated fields—founded 
her communities—built her great railroads—harnessed 
her wonderful water-powers—erected her fine factories 
—established her sound financial institutions—and, in a 

comparatively short space of time—as time goes—gave 

to the Canadian people a standard of living that is recog- 
nized the world over as being among the very highest. 

F recdem of Enterprise 

No stronger case for free enterprise could be made 

and no one can truthfully refute it. Indeed, on the 
record, we can indulge in honest exultation over the 

security and benefits that this country has brought to 

its people. 

We not only have much to be thankful for, but if 
we will continue to develop our God-given resources— 
build up our institutions—and promote all of the great 

interests of this country—in a co-operative and har- 
monious manner—there is no reason whatsoever why 

we cannot create a condition under which all of our 

people may obtain the ever increasing measure of wel- 

fare and happiness to which they are entitled—-and 
which will be of continuing benefit to the generations 
that are to follow. 
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I am of the definite opinion that the greatest threat 

to the future of Canada is the spread of the totalitarian 
philosophy. The catch phrase of those who would cham- 
pion that philosophy is, naturally, “for the common 
good.” 

No tyrant ever rose to power except on that same 
pretension—‘“for the common good’’—but would it be 
“for the common good’”—could it be “for the common 
good” when totalitarianism is collectivism, and collec- 
tivism means not only the subjugation of business and 

groups, but subjugation of the individual as well. I am 
certain that the latent consequences of this subjugation 
of the individual are something that all too few indi- 
viduals truly comprehend presently. 

It is probably true that such swing to the left as we 
have already witnessed does not, in itself, indicate a total 
or studied belief in socialism. Some of it can be attrib- 
uted to the Utopian promises that have been held out— 
to false hopes. Some of it likely reflects the same shame- 
ful attitude that is common to the lack of interest we 
have shown in our political affairs of the day—indiffer- 
ence. There may be other individual reasons, but, un- 
doubtedly, a lot of it was borne out of the prewar de- 

pression and indicates a fear of the future, so should be 

recognized for what it is—a protest against the short- 
comings that must be admitted have cropped up at times 
in the system under which we have been living. 

Now, of course, Canada was not the only country 
that felt the last depression—all countries did—and 

totalitarian countries harder than we—except, perhaps, 
in such as those armament activities that were being so 

underhandedly and treacherously carried on in Germany. 
But evidently that is not to be considered now, and 

the old saying that “A single vice is sufficient to darken 
many virtues” hoids true, and, regardless of the fact 
that it must be admitted also that the benefactions of 

our system far outweighed its shortcomings, let us con- 
cede that Government and some industry did not all 
that they now know they could have done. 
What steps then can we take to make a recurrence 

impossible or less possible? Candidly, I do not believe— 
and I cannot imagine how anyone else could believe hon- 
estly—that any absolute cureall can be conceived—so- 

cialistically or otherwise—that would definitely preclude 
every possible type of depressed situation—for that again 
would be Utopia. 

A Programme for the Future 

But I do believe that we can go an exceedingly long 
way toward that end if we will face the future without 
apprehension, but with a definite seriousness and de- 

termination neither to hide from ourselves the gravity 
of any problems before us, nor to fear to approach those 
problems with an unbending purpose to solve them. 

This calls for an explicit doctrine—a specific pro- 
gramme—a programme that all of our people can have 
faith in and on which they will be willing to stake their 
energy, their self-reliance and their well-being. 

Canadian people are inherently intelligent and fair, 

and I believe they will fulfil their duties of citizenship 
best if they are honestly and factually informed—in- 

formed in as objective and complete a manner as possible 

as to what is going on and as to what is in the offing, 
so any programme should ensure, at its outset, that ail 

people will be kept so informed. 

Keep Backing the Attack With War Bonds. 

And, of course, such a programme should anticipate 
emergency situations and provide ample work or carry- 
over refuge thereunder, but certainly that refuge or any 
other social benefits that are proposed for those who are 

able to work should never be such as to encourage idle- 
ness—conceal responsibility—or deaden ambition. No 

‘country should create, or be expected to shelter and fortify 
drones. 

The main fundamental of any programme must be 
employment—and the first and foremost requisite in con- 

nection with employment is that regimentation such as 
socialism would bring must never be the lot of the Ca- 
nadian workers. Work, opportunity and freedom of 
initiative is their birthright, and must be their continuing 

privilege forever. 

Justice, fair dealing and respect must be the rule, and 
that rule must work both ways and be fully reciprocal. 
Business, in turn, must be given a square deal by Govern- 
ment and labour. Under employment, our first respon- 
sibility is to see that opportunity to work must be im- 

mediately open to every returned man and woman of the 
Forces—and that includes those who will come back 
with physical disabilities. Equal opportunity must be 

given also to those men and women who have faithfully 

served this country in all walks of life on the Home 
Front. 

Work for All 

All will rightfully expect to be as useful in peacetime 
as they have been in wartime. They will not stand ‘for 
unemployment and neither will they want to become 
wards of Government. What they will want is useful 
work where they can feel they are doing something worth 
while—work that will encourage their initiative—re- 
munerate them fairly according to their individual abili- 
ties and degrees of skill—and offer them opportunity to 
progress to the eventual security that all men hope for. 

Now, regardless of any reactionaries’ views to the 
contrary, I am confident—and I base my confidence on 
our production records of the past four years and on our 
favourable prospects—very confident that private enter- 
prise can shoulder—to a major extent—this enormous 
responsibility of employment and shoulder it without tear- 
ing down our whole structure and destroying entirely 
man’s sense of responsibility—the disillusionment accom- 
panying which would be bitter and complete. 

This means that our industrial and business institutions 
must be able to proceed speedily with their prewar civilian 
productions, new investments and new productions in 

order to insure the enormous distribution of goods and 
materials necessary to satisfy not only the greatest em- 
ployment demand this country will have ever known, 

but the equally stupendous use demand that has been 

building up month after month in the war years. 
At the same time, we will have to fulfil tremendous 

supply obligations in the discharge of our responsibilities 
in connection with the rehabilitation and reconstruction 
of the war-torn part of the world—a job so big in itself 
that it is presently beyond comprehension, and any ref- 
erence to it can be but superficial. It will take years to 

restore order out of that chaos. 
So, while Victory will mean that our men and women 

of the Forces and war plants will have done their job— 
and will have done it well—peace will mean that the 
biggest job Canadian business has ever been faced with 
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will just begin—and of it will be expected a job equally 

as well done. 

Therefore, business must not be hamstrung, and Gov- 
ernment will have the obvious responsibility of creating 
an atmosphere in which business can fulfil its employ- 

ment and supply obligations best. 
It will have to release its wartime controls over busi- 

ness as soon as they have outlived the purposes for which 
they were imposed, or at the very earliest moment pos- 

sible to the orderly return of the free running of all enter- 
prises. 

Government will have to inaugurate very quickly tax 
policies with an incentive rather than a restrictive char- 
acter for both industry and individuals. The future 
existence of many companies may depend on how soon 
this action is taken. 

It will have to instill in the minds of people an abso- 
lute confidence that this country affords a secure and 

fertile field for ideas, investment and expansion, and, 
therefore, it should not, now or at any time later, give 

support to any policy that will lead to discrimination, 
repudiation or confiscation. 

Challenge to Businessmen 

Government must do more—much more—but let me 

state now the challenge to businessmen everywhere and 

members of this Board of Trade in particular that I had 
hoped this talk might be considered to contain. 

First, on the issue I have raised, we must stand up 

and be counted. You will have to admit that business- 

men, generally, have been too timid to voice, or shall I 

say too indifferent to voice their opinions on this issue, 
as, unfortunately, has been the case on other vital mat- 
ters—yes, even as to their explicit faith in democracy 
and its privileges. In fact, until very recently, it seemed 
to me that a lot of them were afraid to defend publicly 
their full faith in their own undertakings at the time 
such undertakings were being disparaged and vilified un- 

justly by the socialistic partisans. 
Now, it might be all right to bear some things in self- 

satisfied dignity, but we must keep ourselves fully in- 

formed and speak out and be heard on all matters of 
importance that affect the life of this country—and heard 
regardless of any fear we might have of a comeback. If 
we do not, history might well condemn us as accomplices 

in developments in which there could be no pride—but 
only shame. 

It is not enough to just have well-founded opinions. 

Times have changed, and today we are faced with a new 

type of danger, as well as with much greater responsi- 
bilities. We must speak out and speak out courageously 
enough—intelligently enough—and sincerely enough to 
pierce the smokescreens of suspicion, distrust and de- 
featism that are currently being thrown out—and, in their 
stead, create optimism, unity and confidence. That is 
the challenge I leave with you. 

I have no fear for the future of Canada, postwarwise 
or otherwise, if Government and business will give lead- 

ership and guidance of a purposeful type and with a 

sincerity that will inspire an absolute faith and depend- 
ence in that leadership and guidance. 

The reconstruction period is not going to be easy. In 
many respects, it will be appallingly hard, and many will 
be the problems that confront us. 
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“IT read every issue of The Crepir Wortp with interest, 
to note its growth and progress. I well remember the “rst 
issue edited by Mr. Parker of Minneapolis, thirty years ago. 

“An article on the last page of the May issue calls to 
mind days of long ago when a small group of credit report- 
ing agencies met in New York to form the first organization 
of its kind, I think, in the world. I served that group until 
I resigned in 1914. In 1913, we had much to do with the 
formation of the National Retail Credit Association at 
Spokane, Washington. We then invited them to come to 
Rochester for their first Convention. I scan the pages of 
your publication to find some familiar name of the friends 
of old. All of my old and first associates are here no more, 
but their work lives after them in memory. I wish you and 
your enterprise all success.”—William H. Burr, President, 
Wyoming Oil and Gas Co., Rochester, N. Y.; President, 
National Association of Mercantile Agencies, 1913. 

“The efficacy of your efforts is clearly reflected 
in the release of the Federal Reserve Board dated 
March 23, and its Amendment No. 11. You are 
certainly to be congratulated.”—R. H. Stout, Presi- 
ow. Morris Plan Bankers Association, Washington, 
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“At the Ninth Annual Conference of District Eleven of 
the N.R.C.A., held April 20, the delegates, through resolution, 
expressed their gratitude for the splendid work of the Na- 
tional Office in their efforts to bring about the recent amend- 
ment to Regulation W. It is gratifying to know that credit 
people throughout the country have their eyes on the ball 
and we indeed appreciate your forward looking work.”—A. J. 
Clarke, Hastings Men’s Clo., San Francisco, Calif.; Secretary- 
Treasurer, District Eleven. 

“I have read and enjoyed your ‘Journeyings’ in 
The CREDIT WORLD. It’s like a continued story 
and I am always looking for what is coming.” —W. 
S. Launstein, Vice-President, Louisiana Savings 
Bank & Trust Co., New Orleans, La. 

eS 
“T wish to compliment you on the fine presentation of a 

very difficult subject which you made at the luncheon meeting 
of the joint Credit and Collection Conference in New York 
on February 15.”—James V. Vergari, Head of Department, 
Consumer Credit, Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia, 
Philadelphia, Pa. , 

=<) 

“I was greatly impressed with the article ‘The 
Development of a Business Executive’ by Sam W. 
Reyburn, in the December issue of The CREDIT 
WORLD.”—G. F. Long, Manager, Family Loan 
Corporation, Pittsburgh, Pa. 
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“Please accept my congratulations on your fine editorial in 
the May Crepir Worip. This is given at a time when 
many Bureau Managers are beginning to feel not a little 
disheartened. If credit men pay attention to your plea our 
lot can be made considerably easier during the trying periods 
through which we are now passing.”—F. A. Matatall, Secre- 
tary-Manager, The Credit Bureau, Ottawa, Canada. 
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“You will be interested to know that I have de- 
rived a great deal of excellent instruction from the 
extension course on Streamlined Letters. This will 
be valuable to my firm. We who are interested in 
good business-letter writing should be grateful to 
Mr. Marra for writing the book STREAMLINED 
LETTERS. The National Retail Credit Association 
is deserving of great credit for bringing it to our 
attention and sponsoring the course.”—A. G. Mac- 
donald, Credit Department, Shell Oil Company, Inc., 
Seattle, Wash. 

Buy War Bonds—Buy More Bonds. 
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“Centralization” 
i: +(Beginning on page 5) HHH 

very intensely in collections, if the merchants would con- 

centrate their collection problems to the same extent and 

fidelity that I have outlined with respect to supplying 

information. In concentrating the collection of delinquent 

accounts within the Central Credit Bureau, member 

stores would receive, automatically, information so im- 

portant for the accuracy of their files. This practice 

often reveals that a customer may owe one or more 

merchants amounts in excess of his paying ability. This 

information on delinquent accounts would be passed on 

to other members concerned, thus preventing the customer 

from a further deterioration of his position. ‘The cus- 

tomer, who has injured his credit status, will then realize 

that the collection is being handled by the Central Credit 

Bureau and will be quick in most cases to rectify the 

situation by arranging a liquidation program for his 

obligations. 

Credit is a sacred trust and it should be part of the 

responsibility of the Central Credit Bureau to educate 

the public to this fact. 

Full Cooperation and Support 
Of Credit Bureau Essential 

You should take hold of your Credit Bureau, develop 

its membership to include every conceivable dispenser of 

consumer goods, furnish the information on your ac- 

counts without reservation, clear your applications, report 

all derogatory information, and give them the equipment 
and service that are needed to provide the facilities neces- 

sary to give current, complete and accurate information 

with absolute maximum dispatch. I am sure if you will 

do this, the accomplishment in obtaining your full share 

of the potential credit business will be more than ade- 

quately repaid, and if you make your full contribution 

in information, cooperation and support of the Bureau, 

your job will be considerably more effective and certainly 
easier. 

No matter how you operate in your community, 
whether individually or collectively, you as credit man- 

agers are still the sole judges in granting of credit and 
are therefore entrusted with a position of tremendous 
economic importance. Your responsibility is not only 

limited by your obligation toward your concern, but 

it is much farther reaching. The solution of the unem- 
ployment problem of the postwar period will depend to a 

large degree upon your decisions. Much more than in 
the past you will play an important role in the future 
fight against inflation. And, last but not least, you will 
be the person looked upon by millions of servicemen who, 
after their victorious return, want to settle down and 
establish homes. 

For Victory Today and Security Tomorrow—Buy War Bonds. 

Consumer Credit Charges After the War 

(Pollak Foundation, Jaffrey, New Hampshire, 23 pages, 

10 cents)—This Pollak Pamphlet, No. 46, is a reprint 

of an article by William Trufant Foster, from the 

Journal of Business, University of Chicago, January, 

1944. A timely and extremely interesting treatise on a 

very important subject. 

War and Postwar Adjustment Policies: Text 

of Official Report and Related Documents. (American 

Council on Public Affairs, 2153 Florida Ave., N. W., 

Washington 8, D. C., 108 pages, $1.00)—Presents 

synopsis and summary index of recommendations together 

with full text of report made by Bernard M. Baruch, 

February 15, 1944, to the Director of the Office of 

War Mobilization. Additional sections include settle- 

ment of terminated war contracts, surplus property, 

tightening the mobilization machine, explanation of Uni- 

form Termination Article, principles for determination 

of costs, text of Uniform Termination Article, statement 

of policy on termination financing, and statement of 

policy on removal and disposition of property. 

ay 

1943 Wage and Hour Manual (Bureau of Na- 

tional Affairs, Inc., 2201 M Street, N. W., Washington 

7, D. C., 700 pages, $7.50)—This volume includes more 

than 1,000 rulings and interpretations relating to wages, 

salaries, and hours of work. By means of frequent cross 

references and editor’s notes, these rulings are correlated 

with others in both the new Manual and the 1942 edi- 

tion of the same series. 

LE +, 

Work Piled High? Simplify! Filing has as- 

sumed such tremendous importance that hundreds of 

business executives have taken definite steps toward sim- 

plifying and speeding filing methods. Here is a vest- 

pocket booklet which the Systems Division of Remington 

Rand have carefully prepared with your needs in mind. 
It is packed with reliable, accurate information on de- 
tailed phases of filing methods. A free copy is available 
to members by writing the Advertising Department, 
Remington Rand, Inc., Buffalo 5, New York, and asking 

for RLB 322. 

a 

Proceedings—Fifteenth Boston Conference on 
Distribution (Daniel Bloomfield, Director, Boston 

Conference on Distribution, 80 Federal St., Boston 10, 
Mass., $3.75)—This valuable report contains all the 
speeches delivered before the outstanding national forum 
on distribution. It will be found of direct value in 
appraising trends affecting the business of distribution. 
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A Serious 

HE SERIOUSNESS with which all delegates approached the 
problems presented at the 3lst Annual Conference and Credit 
Sales Forum in Milwaukee, May 16, 17 and 18, brought home most 

forcibly the importance of getting together this year. No reference 
was made in The Crepir Wortp or other National Office publicity to 
any form of entertainment or the banquet on Thursday evening. Not- 
withstanding this, the attendance, as announced by the local committee, 
was 1,203—one of the largest Conferences in the history of the Na- 
tional Association. 

That the program of the general sessions was interesting and con- 

structive was indicated by the attentiveness of the delegates, and their 
patience in remaining throughout each session. 

Although the Thursday morning program was a full one and the 
time growing late, we took advantage of an opportunity to present to 
the Convention, Mr. Ralph W. Carney, Vice-President and Salesman- 
ager of the Coleman Lamp and Stove Co., Wichita, Kansas, a speaker 

of international reputation. His address, ‘‘Industry Goes to War,’’ 
required slightly more than one hour and he was introduced about 
the time we were to adjourn. Regardless of this the Convention Hall 
was filled to capacity, no one Icft the room, and all were repaid by hear- 
ing a most inspirational and patriotic message—one that will always 
be remembered. At the conclusion of his address there were few, if 
any, dry eyes in the room. 

The addresses, each morning, were outstanding, and I regret that 
space does not permit covering each one in detail. The group meet- 
ings attracted the largest attendance in the history of our Associa- 
tion; several rooms which we considered of ample size were too small 

to hold the delegates. 

All addresses, including several delivered before the group meet- 
ings, will be published in the next few issues of The Creprr Wor tp. 
Reading each address one or more times will prove enlightening and 
well worth while. : 

Congratulations Milwaukee for staging a wonderfully successful 

wartime Convention, one that from every angle was on a par with any 

in the history of the National Association. 

A Merstheg 
L. S. CROWDER 

General Manager-Treasurer. 
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